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5Summary
An attemptwas made to verifyand sampleall populations of E. cordata indicatedon herbarium sheets (e.g.
EUCLIST), in the literature,or from currentworkers. Twenty-nine separatepopulationsof this rare Tasmanian
endemichavebeen located. Populations range in size from single individuals to over 5000 individuals, but only 3
populations exceed 500 individuals. The averagesize of the remainderis less than 200 . Extensivedata on adult
morphology, floristiccomposition and environmental characteristics were collectedfrom 21 of the populations.In
addition,a progeny triaI comprisingthe 21 populations, representatives of relatedspecies,and putativenatural
hybridscollectedfrom standsof E. cordata wasgrownin a glasshouse.
There is highly significantdifferentiation in adultand seedlingmorphology amongstpopulations of E. cordata.
This variationhas a strong geneticbasis, and is stronglyassociatedwithclimatic factors (e.g. mean annual
rainfall) that vary across the geographic range of the species. Analyses indicatethat the speciescan be split into
two relatively well-defined morphsthat are moreor less geographically concordant Thesemorphsare distinctly
differentin the angularityof both the adult and seedlingstem;but they differ significantly in numerousother
characters. A taxonomic revisionof the species is thus proposedwith the recognition of two subspecies.
The two morphsare mainlydifferentiated alonga wateravailability/drainage gradient. This gradientis evidentat
both the broadclimatic and microhabitat level with theangularstemmedmorphoccurringon the cooler, higher
rainfall,and often waterlogged, western sites. Thereare also markeddifferences in site floristics between
morphs. However, the compositional variationis continuouswhereas the patternof pheneticdifferentiation
between populations appears steppedin both a geographic and ecological space. Variation between populations
withineach subspeciesshowsweakercorrelation with ecological factors. The small,relict easternpopulations
showthegreatestaffmity to other relatedspeciesin the Cordatinae and are believedto be the moreprimitive.
However, severalof the easternpopulations are clearlydeviantand appear to be introgressed withgenesof E.
viminalis. Most populationsof E. cordata are genetically isolateddue to the insulardistribution pattern and
hybridisation with surrounding species may havea significantimpact on the genetic variability within
populations.
E. cordata clearly warrantsclassification as rare, although this survey suggests that the species in general is not
currently endangered. Nevertheless, specificpopulations may be at risk throughsmall population size or
disturbance and in termsof a cross-classification of the geneticand ecological diversity, thecurrentreservation
systemis not satisfactory. Nearly 50% of the E. cordata populationsoccur on private land; the rest occur in State
Reserves or on Crownland. At least 5 of the populations have been markedly disturbedthrough agricultural
development and are under threat. The 'eastern' morph is well reservedwith the largerstandsrelatively undisturbed
and securein StateReserves(perpendicular Mountain in the MariaIsland NationalPark and CapeQueen
Elizabeth in the BrunyNeckGame Reserve). In contrast, the 'western'morph is unreserved and manyof the
populations are disturbedand at risk through agricultural development. The mainstronghold of the 'western'
morph,and the species in general, occurs in State forest on Snug Tiers.
6Specific recommendations (summary)
Recommendation 1
Allauthorities responsible for the management of CrownLandon which E. cordata occursshouldbe notified
immediately and management policies adoptedto ensurethesepopulations and suitable bufferzonesremain
undisturbed, or donot receivefurther disturbance through human activities.
Recommendation 2
A reserveshouldbe established encompassing the standsof E. cordata in Stateforest on SnugTiers.
Recommendation 3
Negotiations should be commenced withA.N.M. on the management of theE. cordata standat Moogara and
possibly to establisha reserve of moreformal status. Recommended management includes the immediate removal
of Pinus radiata from surrounding areasin which E. cordata regeneration occursand laterpopulation expansion
throughplantingof localE. cordata.
Recommendation 4
A reserveshouldbe established on BrownMountain to includethe summitand to encompassthe population with
affinities toE. cordata (Be).
Recommendation 5
The population of E. cordata on Chimney Pot Hill (CP)should be accorded reservation status.
I
Recommendation 6
The degreeof threatto the E. cordata populations on privatelandshould be closelymonitored and liaison with
land-owners maintained to minimize any futurethreat to thesepopulations.
Recommendation 7
Some levelof reservation shouldbe givento the areaon Meredith Tier whichincludes the population MTand the
nearby population of the endemic E. barberi.
7Chapter 1 Introduction
Eucalyptus cordata (heart-leaved silvergum) is a regional endemic confinedto thesoutheastof Tasmania. It is
placed in the informal Subseries Cordatinae (SubgenusSymphyomyrtus ; sectionViminales) by Pryor and
Johnson (1971). It is broadlygroupedwith other endemicssuch as E. gunnii, E. morrisbyiand E. urnigera as
well as with mainlandspeciessuch as E. pulverulenta and E. cinerea (pryor and Johnson 1971). Affinities to E.
urnigera (Mueller1880;Brett 1938)and E. pulverulenta (Mueller1880; Baker 1902; Maiden 1913;Hall and
Brooker 1972)havebeen specifically noted. E. cordata is plantedwidelyas an ornamental. It is usually
homoblastic and the persistent,highlyglaucous,cordatejuvenilefoliage is a distinctivefeature of the species
(Hall and Brooker 1972).
Eucalyptus cordata is consideted a rareandendangered species by Pryor(1981) and is listedas a vulnerable species
by Fry and Benson(1986). The necessity for a detailedstudyof this rare specieswasrecognized earlyby Brett
(1938)and more recently emphasized by Pryor (1981). Detailed geneticand ecological studiesare essential for the
developmentof strategies for the short and long term conservation of species (e.g, Halloran 1985;Frankel and
Soule 1981;Moran and Hopper1987). In particular,a knowledge of the geneticdiversityover the full
geographical rangeof speciesis a majorprerequisite (Moranand Hopper1987), as is an understanding of the
genetic variability in relation to theecologyof the species (pederick 1985). A populationsurvey was thus
undertaken to fullyevaluate thegeneticresourceand to providea basis for the development of a conservation
strategyfor E. cordata.
This studyattempted to locateand verifyall knownoccurrences of E. cordata and to provide sufficient
iuformation for the assessmentof its conservation status in termsof the principlesof genetic conservationas
detailedby Frankeland Soule (1981). The approachadoptedwas to detail-
(I) the distributionand conservation statusof populations
(2) the genetic diversitywithin the species
(3) the ecologicaldiversitywithin the species
(4) the associationof patternsof geneticand ecologicalvariability
and
(5) the taxonomicaffinitiesandevolutionary trends in the species.
Duringthe survey it also becameapparentthat a taxonomic revisionof the specieswas necessary.
The "phenetic" as opposedto "genetic" approach(sensu Brownand Moran 1981)~oIused to evaluate the genetic
resource. A multivariate approachwas adopted to assess phenotypic variability; the phenotypicspace was
definedby morphometric characters measured from field-sampled adultsas wellas glasshouse-grown seedlings.
Heritabilities, and hencegeneticvariance components, of traitswere not directly quantified as family identity was
not retainedin the progenytrail. Nevertheless, the progenytrialundertaken provideda clear indicationof the
geneticcomponentunderlying the variation betweenpopulations.
8The heritability of adultcharacters in Eucalyptus is not readily estimated as manyyearsare required for
reproductive maturity and,due to ontogenetic effects suchas heteroblasty, vegetative characters at different stages
in the lifecycleare not necessari1y directlycomparable. Theinheritance of morphometric characters in
Eucalyptushas been mainlystudiedusinginterspecific hybrids (e.g. Pryor 1957a,1976; Cauvinet al. 1987;
Tibbits 1988) wherethe majority of characters exhibitintermediate inheritance. Nevertheless, within species,a
strongassociation between variation in adultphenotype and genetically based variation in the phenotype of
glasshouse-grown seedlingsis the normin Eucalyptus,at leastat the population level (e.g.Pryor 1957b; Barber
andJackson 1958; Phillipsand Reid 1980; Ladigesand Ashton 1974; Shaw et a11984; Potts and Reid 1985b;
WiltshireandReid 1987). This strongassociation hasbeendemonstated in E. gunnii, a speciescloselyrelatedto
E. cordata (Potts and Reid 1985b). Variation between families withinpopulations of E. gunnii was significant
for virtually all seedling morphometric and growth characters (pottsand Reid 1985b), which is indicative of
significant components of heritable, additive geneticvariation. In addition,reciprocal transplant trialswithE.
gunniialso indicated significantgeneticvariation at the population level (potts 1985). There weresignificant
environmental andlorpopulation x environmental components to the phenotypic variation in most growth or size
relatedcharacters but thesecomponents werevirtually negligible in othercharacters suchas components of leaf
shapeand glaucousness.
Environmental or ecological diversity amongstpopulations ofE. cordatawasbothdirectlyandindirectlyassessed.
For directmeasures of environmental variables, thesites wereeitherassigned to relatively coarsecategories (e.g.
drainage) or, as in the case of macro-climatic variables, a climatic modelwas used to estimatesite valuesfrom the
geographic positionand altitude. An alternative, and possibly moresatisfactory .approach, was to use floristic
similarity as an indirectmeasure of relativedistance between sites in environmental/ecological space. An estimate
of the similarity of selectiveenvironments is thus obtained whichshouldbe relatively independent of estimates of
phenetic or geneticsimilarity. The indirect floristic approach assumes historical effectsare smalland that there is
a strongassociation between floristic and ecological similarity. This assumption is fundamental to indirect
gradient analysis (sensuWhittaker 1967); an approach widely accepted and usedto identify environmental gradients
throughordination of floiistic or compositional data (e.g. Austinand Cunningham 1981; Minchin 1983, 1987;
Bowman and Kirkpatrick 1984; Faith et al. 1987). This indirectapproach is appealing as it allows the integration
of macro- and micro-habitat variation as wellas temporal effectsin theassessmentof ecological similarity.
9Chapter 2 Methods
2.1 Distribution and samplingsites
Anattemptwasmadeto verifyand samplepopulations of E. cordata fromall locations indicated on herbaria
sheets(Tasmanian and Melbourne Herbaria; EUCLIST [Nov. 1983] Chippendale andLedek1984), in the
taxonomic literature (Rodway 1918; Blakely 1934; Brett1938; Halland Brooker1972) and from currentworkers.
The locations of populations sampledare indicated in Fig. 2.1 (seealso Appendix I), and further site and sample
detailsare givenin Table2.1. Severalpopulations verified werenot included in the phenetic studyas theywere
either locatedafter analyses werecomplete (Be,PB andcn- Table2.1) or had beenrecently burnt (i.e, BR,CH2,
CH3 and SR - Table 2.1).
2.2 Environmental and standcharacteristics
At eachsite, the environmental andstandcharacteristics indicated in Table2.2 wererecorded from thecentral
region of eachstand. Inaddition, the landtenure wasdetermined and the degreeof disturbance of eachstandwas
assessedin termsof fire (tire scars,estimated time sincelast fire), human(e.g, selective logging, clearing, tracks)
and other disturbance (e.g.stockor insectdamage, introduced weeds). The timessince the last fire wereobtained
fromrecordsor estimates of the age of coppiceresprouts of E. cordata or proteaceous shrubsin the vicinity. Soil
pH was measured usinga CSlRO field pH kit from samples taken from the top 5 em at 3 random locations
within the standand values averaged. Slopeandaspectweremeasured usinga clinometer anda compass.
Demographic attributes of the standincluding thepresence of germinants and seedlings, the reproductive
(abundance of capsules and flowers) and vegetative vigour, and thepatternof distribution of E. cordata within the
localgeographical area were noted. Estimates of thepopulation size wereobtainedfrom eitherdirectcounts or
approximated by subsampling andextrapolating tothe estimated areacoveredby the population.
2.2.1 Bioclimatic profile
Estimates of climatic parameters for eachsite wereobtained from theclimatic modelB10CLIM developed by H.
Nix, M. Hutchinson andJ. Busby(Busby1984; Busby 1986). Usinggeographic location(latitude and longitude)
andaltitude, monthly rainfall and minimum and maximum temperatures are estimated from climatic surfaces fitted
to data measured at meteorological stations. Theserainfall and temperature estimates are then usedto derive 12
selected climatic variables (Table 2.2) foreach sitewhich arebelieved to characterize annual, seasonal, andextreme
components of theclimate important to plantgrowth. Estimated valuesfor these 12variables at each of the 21
sitessampled(seeAppendix 4) wereusedto derivea species climatic profile, Usingpointaltitudes, estimated on
a 0.10 latitude/longitude gridfor Tasmania, areaswithsimilar climatic valueswere thenidentified and a
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climatically defined geographical range for the specieswas derived.
2.3 Floristics
The percentage foliage coverand meanheightof all woodyspecies and largesedges(Gahnia, Lepidosperma,
Dianella, Lomandra, andDiplarrena) werescored within 5 quadrats randomly located incentralregionsof eachE.
cordata population. Whereplants were locallydisttibutedas. small, high densitypatches, the central region of up
to 5 patches was sampled. FollowingBowman and Kirkpattick(1984),a 5 x 5m quadratwas used for those
speciesmore than 5m tall and a 2 x 2m quadratlocatedrandomly within the largerquadratwas used for those less
than 5m tall. In all cases, only eucalyptspecieswereeligible for scoringin the 5 x 5m quadrats. The percentage
cover of bracken (Pteridium esculentum), other ferns, grass, other graminoids, herbs, moss, litter, rock and bare
groundwereestimatedfor I x 1mquadrats randomly locatedwithin eachof the 2 x 2m quadrats. Percentagecover
valuesfromeach of the 5 quadratswereaveraged to providesite values.
2.4 Samplingof lodjviduals
In general,an attemptwas made to randomly sample 10 matureindividuals from a central,representative area from
each population. In largepopulations, a transectline was followed and adjacentindividuals avoided. If the
populationwas locallydisttibutedin highdensitypatches, individuals from a rangeof patchesweresampled.
However, in manycases, low population numbersnecessitatedvirtuallyall mature individuals in the stand being
sampledregardless of position,and in 5 populations less than 10 mature individuals were located. Putative
hybridswere found in manyof populations. These were sampledfor hybridstudies,but following PotlS and Reid
(1985a),obviousFl types or those more similar to the other species wereexcluded from the population sample if
randomly encountered.
Herbarium specimensof all individuals sampled werecollectedand havebeenlodgedwith theTasmanian
Herbarium. 10addition,sun leavesand capsules weresampledfrom severalareas of thecrownof each individual
for measurement and seed collection. E. cordata is generally homoblastic and the typical petiolateand lanceolate
'adult'leaf type is only rarelyproduced. Accordingly, for consistentcomparison betweenphenotypes, three typical
leaves of the 'juvenile' type (oppositeand sessile)were choosen from an area of maximal summergrowth on
capsulebearingbranches. To account for the few cases where the 'adult'leaf type was expressedin upperregions
of the crown, the most 'adult' type leaf was also sampled from each individual.
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2.5 Adult mornhology
Variation in adultphenotype amongstpopulations of E. cordata wasexamined usingthe morphometric characters
indicated in Table2.3. Theseleafandcapsule characters correspond to those usedby PottsandReid(1985a,
1985b) to examine variation in species closely related to E. cordata, and details of theirmeasurement are given
therein. Glaucousness of the adult foliage (0 green- 4 highlyglaucous) and the shapeof the youngstem (0 round
- 4 markedly quadrangular withcosta)wereassessed on a 5 pointscale.
2.6 Progeny trial
Variation amongstpopulations as assessed from fieldsampling naturalpopulations maycompound main and
interaction effectsof environmental, ontogenetic and genetic components of variation. Accordingly, an indication
of the magnitude of geneticdifferentiation amongst populations wasobtained usinga progeny trial in whichopen-
pollinated E. cordata seedlings weregrown in a common glasshouse environment.
Populations of closelyrelatedspeciesin the sameSubseries Cordatinae (E. gunniisubsp. gunniiand
subsp.archeri, E. urnigera, E. morrisbyi, E. glaucescens, E. perriniana, E. pulverulenta, andE. dalrympleana) as
wellas E. viminolis, E. vernicosa subsp. johnsonii,E. ovata,E. brookerana and E. globulus (see Pryorand
Johnson 1971) werealso incorporated in the trial in orderto examinethe affinities of theE. cordata populations,
aid with the identification of hybrids,and to provide a contextin which to assess the variation within E. cordata.
A population sampleof treescollected from Meredith Tier (M1) wasincluded. Thispopulation wasrecorded as
the northern mostpopulation of E. cordata in Brownet al. (1983),but following sampling is believedto be of
hybrid origin (E. cordata x E. barberi or E. gunnii x E. berberis and too deviantto be included withinE. cordata
(seeAppendix 3). A subsample of theE. cordata population on Brown Mt, (Bu)comprising 4 selectedtrees
developing adult foliageand showing slightaffinities toward E. urnigera-morrisbyi wasalsoincluded.
Eachpopulation wasrepresented by pooledsamples of open pollinated seed from up to 10 treesand population
detailsare given in Table 2.4. A total of 21 E. cordata, 12 E. gunnii, I E. morrisbyi, 4 E. urnigera, 4 E.
glaucescens, 2 E. perriniana populations wereincluded. The remaining species wererepresented by treessampled
from a rangeof sites. Singletreeprogenies from all putativehybrids collected and purespecies controls were
grown simultaneously, with the main trial but weregroupedinto family lotsadjacentto, but not included, in the
main experimental design.
Seedlings from the main trialwerearranged in a randomized complete blockdesign comprising 20 blockswith
eachpopulation of E. cordata( incl.MTand Bu),R morrisbyi, and E. globulus represented once per block. Pairs
of theotherpopulations and species wereallocated population positions within the randomized blockdesignand
oneof eitherpair randomly allocated to a blockposition. Thisdesignresulted in a replication of 20 seedlings for
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each E. cordata populationand species samplesof E. morrisbyi and E. globulus, and 10 seedlingsfor theother
populationor speciessamples. The randomized block was surrounded by an edge row comprisedof linearly
replicated blocks of 5 seedlingsof theE. gunniipopulations- SR, MA, SP and MY and these extra seedlings
were included in the population sampleanalysed. Unfortunately, seedlingmortalityduring the trial wasrelatively
high, mainlydue 10 fungusattackwhichdifferentially affectedthe 'eastern'populationsof E. cordata.
Nevertheless,all populations planted were represented in the finalscoringalthough the numberof replicatesper
populationvaried markedly (4 10 17 for theE. cordata populations; Table2.4).
Seedlings were grown in individual plasticbags filled with potting mix underan 18 h photoperiod(natural light
was supplemented witha mixedincandescent and florescent light sourceof approx. lOWm-2). A quarterstrength
Aquasolnutrientsolutionwas appliedweekly. Seedlingheight(Ht), numberof nodesexpanded(NODES) and
numberof laterals(withmorethan I node fullyexpanded) werescoredafter3 monthsand one colyledon and a
second node leaf (cots.= node0) wereremovedfor measuring. After5 months, a fifth and tenthnode leafwere
also removedand othercharacters scored.
The full suiteof characters scoredfrom the seedlings is indicatedin Table2.5. Scoringof orderedmultistate
characterswas achievedby comparison withstandardsand usingeithera 5 (0-4)or 3 (0-2) point scale. The 3
classes used 10 assess the colourdifferences, presumably arisingfrom variation in anthocyanindevelopment, on
the undersurface of cotyledons (ANTHcot) and seedlingleaves(ANTH2u, ANTH5u,ATHlOu) follow Wilcox
(1982) - viz:O none (undersurface green), 1 intermediate (e.g. green witha tinge of purple)and 2 purple.
Anthocyanin development and thedensityof large oil glandson the uppersurfaceof the leaves (OILGL2,
OILGL5,OILGLl0) wereassessed fromdried,pressedleaves(there is no markedchange in thesecharacters
between freshand dry material). As with the adult leaves, the leaf dimensions indicatedin Fig. 2.2. were digitized
from photocopiesof dried specimensfollowingPotts and Reid (1985b).
2.7 Statistical analysis
2.7.1 Morphometric data
Differentiation amongstpopulations was examined in the univariate case usinganalysisof variance(ANOVA -
model II; Sokal andRohlf 1981). Variancecomponents attributable to between(crp) and within (crw)
populationeffectswereestimatedusing the GENSTATmacro HIERANOVA whichuses Gower's (1962)
algorithmfor the estimation of variancecomponents in non-orthogonal hierachical analyses of variance. The
percentageof the total variability (crt = crp + crw) attributable 10 each levelwas then calculatedfor each character.
Multivariate comparisons of populations were undertaken usingmultivariate analysis of variance(MANOVA) and
discriminantanalysis (also termedcanonicalvariates analysis; Phillipset al. 1973). The latter methodpartitions
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the variationbetweenpopulation centroids in discriminatory spaceinto uniquemaximum variance directions of
differentiation, termeddiscriminant functions or canonical variates. The importance of charactersin these
discriminantfunctions was summarized by plottingcharactervectorsin the 2 dimensional discriminant space,the
lengthand direction of whichweredefmedby the corresponding weightings of thecharacters on the standardized
discriminantfunctions. The transformation into discriminatory space results in the pooled withinpopulations
dispersion beinga unit hypersphere (Rempe and Weber 1972)and the distances betweenpopulations are
Mahalanobis' generalized distances(Mahalanobis 1936). The discriminatory functions are linearcombinations of
the original variables whichmaximize the differencebetween populations. The testof the significance of the
eigen valuecorresponding to eachdiscriminant function is givenby Seal (1966). The ordinationof population
centroids in the reducedsubspace defmedby themaindiscriminant functions effectively summarizes the
Mahalanobis' distances between populations and the 95%confidence circleset on groupcentroidshas a radius
of 1.96t.JN, where N is the numberof replicates in the population(phillips et 01.1973).
Populationswere classifiedusingAverageLinkage(i.e, UPGMA) and SingleLinkage clustering (Sneathand
SokalI973). Theseclassifications wereagglomerative and hierarchical and used the Maha1anobis' distance(0) as
the dissimilarity measure. The Mahalanobis' distance betweentwo populations was indirectlycalculatedas the
euclideandistancebetween theircentroids in the spacedefinedby the full suiteof discriminant functions (phillips
et 01. 1973;McPherson pers, com.). The test for the significance of lhe Mahalanobis' distancefollows Rao
(1952).
A discriminant analysisusingstep-wise backward elimination of characters wasused to identifyredundant
variables and determinetheoptimalsubsetof discriminating characters necessary to fullydescribethepatternof
populationdifferentiation. All variables for whichgreater than0.1% of thewithin-groups variancewas not
accountedfor by other variables (i.e, 'tolerance') were initiallyforced into the analysis. Partial F valueswere then
calculatedand charactersfor whichthepartialF value wasnot significantat the 0.05 probability levelwere
sequentially eliminated fromthe analysis. PartialF valuesof the remaining variables wererecalculated following
eachelimination. This procedure was repeateduntilall variables remaining in the analysishad significantpartial
F values, indicatinga uniqueand significant contribution of each remaining variable to the discrimination of
populations.
Discriminant analysesand MANOVA's wereperformed usingtheDISCRIMINANT and principal components
analyses (see Appendix 4) of correlation matrices performed usingthe FACTOR subprograms of SPSSx (SPSS
Inc. 1986). Clusteranalysesand thecalculation of the Mahalanobis' distancefrom discriminant scoreswere
i
performedusing the CLUSTER subprogram of the samepackage.
ANOVA and the multivariate methods usedassumeresiduals are normally distributed and that samplevariances are
homogeneous. However, whilemoderate departuresfrom theseassumptions can be tolerated in univariate (Sokal
and Rohlf 1981)and discriminant (Lachenbruch 1975)analyses, an attemptwasmade to optimizethesecriteriaat
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the univariate level by data transfonnation. The replicationwas insufficient to extend these tests to the
multivariatelevel. The homogeneityof varianceassumptionwas tested using Cochrans C test and trendsin the
relationshipbetween the sample mean and variancewere examinedthrough plotting. The normalityof the
distributionof pooled residuals was tested by measuringthe skewnessrsn and the kurtosis (g2) of the
distributionof pooled residuals. FollowingSokal and Rolf (1981) the significanceof the departuresof gl and g2
from the normal distributionvalues of 0 was tested using a 2-tailed t-test, As the sample size (N) was greater
than 100,standarderrors for these statisticsare approximately ..,J(6/N) and ..,J(24/N) respectively. All variables
used in analyseswere treatedas potentially continuous and tests were performedusing the 21 E. cordata
populations. In the few cases where isolatedabnormalseedlingsoccurredin populationsamplesand wereclearly
hybridsor backcrosseswith other species,these were excludedfrom all analyses (except for populationsPR and
HF where such individualswere the norm), Followingthe transformations indicated in Tables 2.3 and 2.5, pooled
residualswerenormallydistributedand variances homogeneous for the majorityof charactersused in the analysis
of the E. cordata populations(P< 0.01). Pooled residualswerecalculatedusing MINITAB (Ryanet al.1985) and
sample statisticscomputedand homogeneity of variancesexamined using the CONDESCRIPTIVE and
MANOVA subprogramsrespectivelyof SPPSx.
2.7.2 Floristic data
The floristic relationshipof stands was examinedon the basis of the compositional similarityof associated tree
(excluding E. cordata), shruband large sedgeunderstorey species. FollowingMinchin(1987),stands were
ordinated using the non-linear techniqueof non-metricmultidimensional scaling (NMDS). This techniquewas
applied to the Kulczynski dissimilarity matrixcalculatedfrom percentagecover scores which werestandardized so
species have equal maxima (see Faith et al. 1987). NMDS derivesan ordination of the sites, in a specified
number of dimensions,such that the distancesbetweensites-points has the best possible monotonic (rank-order)
fit with the input dissimilarities. Details of this approachare summarized in Bowmanand Minchin (1987).
Startingconfigurations for the initial 'global'NMDSanalyseswerederivedfrom detrendedcorrespondence analysis
(DCA; Hill and Gauch 1980)using DECORANA (HiIl1979a) and 19 randomly generated startingconfigurations,
and the solution with minimum stress selected. Separate 'global' NMDS ordinations were performedin one to
four dimensions and a suitable dimensionality selectedfollowing Bowmanand Minchin (1987).
Data entryand manipulation wereperformed, and site-by-species orderedtablesproduced,using ECOPAK
(Minchin 1986). The NMDS ordinationswere performed using KYST (Kroskal et al. 1973). Sites and species
were classifiedby Two-way IndicatorSpecies Analysisusing the programmeTWlNSPAN (HilII979b). The
classification was based on presence/absence (c.f. % cover for NMDS)of only species present in two or more
sites.
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2.7.3 Environmental, floristic and phenetic correlates
Severalapproaches wereadopted to investigate the relationship between patternsof environmental, phenetic and
floristic variation. Bivariate plotswereinspected andcorrelation and linearregression coefficients calculated
between population means and environmental factors. In addition, environmental trends in the morphometric
ordinations wereexamined usingrotational correlation analysis.
Rotational correlation is a technique which finds the vector(rotated axis) in the ordination spacewhich is such
that the projections (scores) of siteson this vectorare maximally correlated with the valueof a givenvariable
(Bowman and Minchin 1987). This method is analogous to multiple regression and is a usefulapproach for
fittingvectors intoa multi-dimensional space. The correlation between a vectorand the fitted vector indicates the
goodness-of-fit of, for example, an environmental variable into theordination space. The cosineof theangles
with the dimensions defining theconfiguration indicate thedirection of the fittedvector. Vectors werestandardized
to unit lengthso that in a 2-dimensional plot of a multi-dimensional space, the deviation of the lengthof the
fitted vectorfrom unityindicates the extend the vectordipsintootherdimensions.
The technique wasused to fit vectors intoordination (phenetic or floristic) spaceand to detectelinalpatterns of
charactervariation in geographical space. In addition, in the floristic ordination, the projections (scores) of the
sites on to environmental vectors exhibiting strongcorrelations to theordinationspacewerecomputed and usedas
the floristically determined positions of stands alongthe givenenvironmental gradient. This indirectmethod of
the positioning sitesalongenvironmental gradients (i.e. indirect gradient analysis)maybe an advantageous
approach wherethe timescaleover whichenvironmental gradients operate do not permittheirdirectmeasurement
(e.g rare drought or frostevents)or, as in the present study,where onlycrude,direct measures of an environmental
gradient are available.
Rotational correlation analyses wereperformed usinga version of PROFIT(Changand Carroll 1968), modified to
link with the ecological data base systemECOPAK (Minchin 1986). The linear option was used which will
detectmonotonic trends, even when thereis a largecurvilinear component.
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Table 2.1 Location and characteristics of populations of E. cordata.
The table indicates populationcodes,universal grid references, the numberof individuals for which a full
morphological data set was available, estimates of the populationsize, land tenure,the averageheight (m) and
percentage of individuals developing, and meanpercentage, of adultor intermediate typefoliage.
J OCATION
UNIVERSAL NUMBER OF APPROXIMATELAW
GRID REFERHNCE INDMDUAI,S POellI AIIQN TENURE
SAMPLED
AV TREE ADlJIJ FOLIAGE
PerpendicularML{top) Pt 5933 52766 10 300+ Slate Reserve 2.8 0 0
Perpendicular ML(low) PI 5930 52765 10 200 Slate Reserve 2.9 0 0
Prosser River PR 5691 5288t 4 6 Private 1.3 0 0
Hellfll'C Bluff HF 5766 52683 10 150 State Reserve 2.0 0 0
Bluestone Tier BT 5652 52932 10 55 Crown Land 1.8 0 0
BreamCreek BC 5687 52614 10 65 Private 1.9 0 0
Hospital Creek HC 5673 52660 10 150 Flora Reserve 2.9 0 0
CapeQueenElizabeth QH 5345 52109 10 1000 Game Reserve 1.7 0 0
Square Mountain SM 5506 52695 9 200 Private 2.7 0 0
HI"""""" El 5200 52335 10 110 Private 5.9 0 0
Snug Plain SP 5120 52317 10 5000+ StateForest 3.2 0 0
Falls Hill PH 5128 52320 5 30 State Forest 3.7 0 0
Heningback (top) HI 5113 52383 10 300 Private 5.1 0 0
Herringback (low) HZ 5119 52385 10 300 Private 4.2 0 0
ChimneyPot HiD CP 5225 52476 10 500 H.C.C. 2.8 0 0
Leslie-Road LR 5177 52431 10 200 Private 4.8 0 0
Combes Hill CH 5140 52442 10 800 Private 5.3 0 0
Mt.Ltoyd ML 4958 52572 10 150 Private 7.9 30 1.5
Moogara Mo 4930 52613 10 100 Private 15.8 10 0.2
Tanana T. 5714 52319 6 85 Private 3.1 0 0
BrownMountain Be 5428 52837 7 150 StateForest 3.3 50 3.8
Burdons Razorback DR 5671 52640 1 Private 0 0
CombesHill CH2 5134 52432 300 Private 0 0
Combes Hill CH3 5136 52438 306 Private 0 0
SummerleasRoad SR 5220 52461 10 Private 0 0
ChimneyPot Hill 2 cn 5221 52479 60 Private 0 0
Betts'Road Be 5166 52440 2 Private 0 0
Penguin Island Pe 5301 52001 200 StateReserve 4.5 40 1.2
Pony BottomCreek PB 5737 52712 40 StateForest
Meredith Tier• MT 5763 53301 10 30 State Forest
*not~ see Appendix 2
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Table 2.2 Environmental and stand characteristics recorded from each
population.
DESCRIPTION
DISTURBANCE
DISTRIBUTION
PH
DRAINAGE
TOPPOS
LASTFIRE
EUCS
HYBRIDS
Latitude (degrees) I, 2
Longitude (degrees) 1,2
Altitude (m) I, 2
Site aspect measured to the closest octant
Slope of site (degrees) 1,2
bed rock type (jurassic dolerite, permian mudstone)
Soil type class (sand; sandy loam; loam; clay loam; clay; peat)
Soil depth class I, 2
[1 shallow (cfOcm)2 medium (10-5Ocm)3 deep (;"5Ocm)]
pH of the top Scm soil layerI
Site drainage class (1 excessive 2 free 3 impeded) I, 2
Topographic position1
(1 ridge 2 hilltop 3 cliff slope 4 upper slope 5 mid slope 6 lower slope
7 plain/plateau)
Wind exposure (1 sheltered 2 medium 3 exposed) I, 2
Population size class derived from estimates of the number of individuals I
with lignotuber size :S;21 em
(1 :S;IO 2:S; 100 3:S; 200 4:S; 300 5:S; 1000 6 > 1000 )
Human disturbance class1 (1 undisturbed 2 slight disturbance evident,
having very little impact on population 3 severely disturbed, including
large portion of population possibly lost through clearing)
Estimated time since.last fire (years) I
Number of associated eucalypt species
Relative frequency of putative natural hybrids in population1
(0 none 1 rare one or two observed 3 frequently encountered)
Localized pattern ofdistribution1
(1 extensive 2 localized high density patches 3 scattered at low density
4 rare/sporadic individuals)
Synthetic climatic variables (BIOCLIM)
MNANTEMP annual mean temperature (0C) 1,2
MlNMINTEMP minimum temperature of the coldest month (0C) I, 2
MAXMAXTEMP maximum temperature of the hottest month ("C)
TEMPRANGE annual temperature range (MAXMAXTEMP - MlNMINTEMP) ("C)2
TEMPWETQ mean temperature of the wettest quarter (3 months) (OC)
TEMPDRYQ mean temperature of the driest quarter (3 months ("C) )
MNANRAlN annual mean precipitation (mm) 1,2
RAINWETM precipitation of the wettest month (mm)
RAlNDRYM precipitation of the driest month (mm)
RAlNRANGE annual precipitation range (RAlNWETM - RAlNDRYM) ( mm) 1,2
RAINWETQ precipitation of the wettest quarter (mm)
RAlNDRYQ precipitation of the driest quarter (mm)
ClimPCI composite climatic variable from PeA of 12 BIOCUM variables 1,2
(contrasts rainfall+ and temperature- variables; see Appendix 4, Table 2)
I = fitted into floristic ordination space (Fig. 5.1)
2= fitted into phenetic space (Fig. 4.7)
WIND
POPSIZE
CHARACTER
CODE
LAT
LONG
ALT
ASPECT
SLOPE
ROCKTYPE
SOILTYPE
SOILDEPTH
I.
Table 2.3 Adult character codes, descriptions, grand means and standard
devlatlons of untransformed data for the 21 E. cordata populations.
TheF ratios forthedifference between populations basedon transfonned valuesare indicated
and are all highly significant (P < 0.001). The transfonnations optimizing homogeneityof
variances andthenonnality of residuals criteria andapplied in all analyses are shownalongwith
thepercentage of variance between and within populations based on variance component
estimates.
Code Character description Untransformed Fvalue Trans.. % Variance
Grand 20,169 formation
Mean s.d, Between Within
lL Lamina length(mm) 56.4 1s,23 21.7 10.1O(X) 69.6 30.*,
LW Lamina width(mm) 51.2 13.04 29.s 10.10(X) 76.0 24.0
LWP lengthfrom. lamina 21.3 6.74 5.2 ratioLWPILL 31.. 6s.2
base to widest point(mm)
BASE Degreeof lobing when 4.2 2.07 16.0 loglO(l+X) 62.4 37.6
leafbaseis cordate (mm)
APEX Measure of thedegree of 0.6 0.65 3.5 10gI0(1+X) 21.7 7s,3
indentation of theteafapex
when leaf apex is
emarginale (mm)
Leaf Average 52.3 47.7
PEDU Pedunclelength(mm) 6.5 2.01 5.0 log 1O(X+I) 30.9 69.1
CAPL Capsulelength(mm) 10.3 1.65 16.4 log IO(X) 61.7 3s,3
PBDI Pedicel length (mm) 0.2 0.4. 3.9 10gI0(1+X) 20.7 79.3
RIMW Capsulerimwidth(mm) 9.9 1.72 15.7 log 10(X) 61.0 39.0
MAXW Maximum capsule lQ.9 1.73 1a7 log IO(X) 64.9 35.1
width(mm.)
I'I'MW Distancefrom capsule 3.0 0.84 4.3 none 36.s 63.2
rimto maximum capsule
width(mm)
DISK Disk level (mm) 2.1 0.63 4.9 none 30.1 69.9
VSIZ Relativevalve size 2.6 0.75 11.1 none 52.7 47.3
(1 membranous ~ 4 woody)
VPOS Relativevalve position I.. 0.51 3.4 none 20.7 79.3
( 1 inserr-4 exscrt)
Reproductive Average 42.2 57 .s
Leaf + Reproductive Average 45.8 54.2
GLAUC Foliageglaucoumess 3.9 0.32 20.0 none 67.7 32.3
(0 green - 4 highly glaucous)
STSHAPE Stem shape 1.4 1.71 92.2 none 90.9 9.1
(0 round- 4 madcedly quadrangular)
Grand Average 50.0 50.0
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Table 2.4 Populations used in the progeny trial.
The locations, code, universal grid reference, altitude, the nwnber of females used for the pooled seed sample, the
total nwnber of seedlings for which a full data set of 28 variables was available and the percentage of putative
hybrid seedlings in each sample are indicated. The percentage of hybrids combines data from the main trial and
seedlings left growing in the initial germination pots. The relative frequency of hybrids in natural stands of E.
cordata (HYBRIDS - Table 2.2) is indicated. Unless otherwise indicated, the nwnber of females pooled for each
seedlot is at least five.
UNIVERSAL N,DUJPE NUMBER NUMBER % PUTATIVE HYBRIDS
LOCATION CQDli GRIP REFERENCE !ml FEMALES SEEPLINGS HYBRID NATIJRAL
~ M POOlED SCORED SEEDLINGS ~
ilil. &2l
E. cordata
Perpendicular Ml(top) PI 5933 52766 340 10 9 0(25) 17
Perpendicular Mt.(Iow) PI 5930 52765 240 10 4 0(26) 0
Prosser River PR 5691 52881 100 4 10 90 (20) 5, 6 1 6
Hellfire Bluff HF 5766 52683 270 10 7 81 (21) 5, 6 25,6
Bluestone Tier BT 5652 52932 350 10 7 5 (19) 5 0
Bream Creek Be 5687 52614 120 10 6 35 (23) 5 25,9
Hospital Creek HC 5673 52660 240 10 5 5 (19) 7 1 5
Cape Queen Elizabeth QE 5345 52109 100 10 6 5 (21) 5 15 or6
Square Mountain SM 5506 52695 370 9 9 0(16) 0
Electrona EI 5200 52335 140 6 10 0(19) . 0
Snug Plain SP 5120 ·52317 560 10 14 0(26) 0
Falls Hill PH 5128 52320 660 5 13 0(31) 0
Heningback (lop) HI 5113 52383 680 10 10 20(21)7 1 7
Heningback (low) ill 5119 52385 560 10 12 0(20) 2 13
Chimney Pol Hill CP 5225 52476 430 4 11 0(19) 0
Leslie Road LR 5177 52431 250 10 9 0(23) 0
Combes Hill CH 5140 52442 640 10 16 0(31) 0
Mt.Uoyd ML 4958 52572 500 10 17 0(29) 0
Moogara Mo 4930 52613 460 10 13 0(23) 0
Terrana Ta 5714 52319 150 4 10 0(23) 0
BrownMountain Be 5428 52837 710 9 9 0(24)8 25,8
E. gunnlf-archet'l
Projection Bluff(high) PB 4776 53807 1100 10 4 0(20)
Pine Lake P3 4760 53775 1150 10 6 0(10)
Shannon Lagoon SL 4805 53513 1050 10 6 0(13)
Liawenee LH 4682 53619 1150 10 4 0(9)
Snug Plains SPg 5133 52330 600 10 30 0(43)
SnowHill SH 5693 53592 950 10 24 14 (42)9
Jimmeys Marsh AT 5037 53375 1010 8 0(28)
GuildfOId SV 3955 54168 660 3 10 (21)9
Mt, Victoria MY 5687 54228 790 21 15 (41)10
. Mt. Arthur MA 5208 54283 500 29 0(46)
continued
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UNIVERSAl. ALTI1lJI)E NUMBER NUMBER % PUTATIVE HYBRIDS
LOCATION mIm GRID REFERENCE 1m} FEMALES SEEDI.!NQS HYBRID NATIJRAL
~ NLS POOLED SCORED SEEDIJNGS SIANI2
.ilil ffi:<l
E. morrlsbyl
Calverts IIill CH 5428 52453 80 16 7 (30)5
E. urnlgera
Mt Wellington MW 1000 5 0(33)
Herringback Range HEku 5116 52383 610 6 0(17)
Jimmeys Marsh ATu 5037 53375 1010 9 0(23)
Wombat Moor WM 7 0(11)
E. glaucesceos
Guthega (132871) GIG 8 2S (24)11
MtBawBaw GlBB 8 4 (24)11
ML Tingi Ringi(124551) Gle 2 11 (18)11
sc Gwlnear (132731) Gld 6 5 (21)11
E. perrlnlana
Hungry Flats Tper 540 6 0(10)
Mainland2 Mper 1200-800 10 0(13)
E. pulverulenta
Ornamentals Pul 3 4
E. dalrympleana
Cenlra1Plateau Da1 5 0(13)
E. vlmlnalls
Cape PilIar/MM Vim 7 0(18)
E. globulus
Pooled Glob 16 0(29)
E. Jobnstonll
Herringback Range John 5119 52385 560 4 9 31 (26)12
E. ovata
Sandfly Ov 5 6 0(33)
E. brookerana
Bream Creek Ilr 3 18 0(28)
Otbers
Meredith Tier3 MT 5763 53301 460 11 9 47 (18)
Brown Mountain'[ Bu 5119 52385 560 4 12 0(23)
1 CSIRO collection numbers
2 Pooled from mainland seed sources (see Wiltshire and Reid 1987)
3 hybridized population (either E. gunnii x barber; or E. cordata xbarberi)
4 selections from E.cordata population developing adult foliage
5 x viminalisldalrympleana
6 introgressed populations
7 x globulus Ht =possible backcrosses ontopurefemale; He = possibleFI
8·2 seedlings withemarginate apices similar to E. umigera
9 x E.ovala/brookerana
10 x E. rodwayi
11 x unknown
12 x cordata; possiblebackcrosses ontopure female
13x E.vernicosa subsp.johnstonii
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Table 2.5 Seedling character codes, descriptions, grand means and standard deviations for
nntransformed data.
The transformations optimizing homogeneity of variances and the normality of residuals criteria and applied in alI
analyses are shown. The variables used in the calculation of canonical variates and Mahalanobis' distances
between populations in analyses of the 21 E. cordata populations alone (cord), with closely related species (total).
and the variables remaining in the step-down discriminant analysis of the 21 E. cordata populations (step-down)
are indicated.
Code Character description Transformation Analysis
cord step total
Cotvledonary characters -down
COTPET Cotyledon petiole length (mm) none + + +
CalL Cotyledon length (mm) none + +
C01W Cotyledon width (mm) none + + +
COTAP Cotyledon apex measure (mm) none + + +
ANTHcot Anthocyanin pigmentation none + + +
[0 none (green) - 2 red/purple]
Seedling leaf characters
2nd node leaf
LL2 Lamina length (mm) none + +
LW2 Lamina width (mm) none + +
LWPZ Distance from lamina base to widest ratio LWPZ/LL2 + +
point (mm)
ANTH2u· Anthocyanin pigmentation on none +
abaxial surface
ogreen - 2 red/purple
0ll.OL2 Oil gland density none +
onone - 4 many
Juvenile leaf characters
5th node leaf (cots = 0)
LL5 Lamina length (mm) none + +
LW5 Lamina width (mm) none + +
LWP5 Distance from lamina base to ratio LWP5/LL5 + + +
widest point (mm)
BASES Basal measure (mm) log IO(X+I) + + +
ANTH5u Anthocyanin pigmentation on none +
abaxial surface
ogreen- 2 red/purple
0ll.OL5 Oil gland density none + + +
onone - 4 many
10th node leaf
PETlO Petiole length (mm)
LLIO Lamina length (mm) none + + +
LWIO Lamina width node 100mm) none + + +
LWPIO Distance from lamina base to ratio LWPIO/LLIO + + +
widest point - node lO(mm)
BASEIO Basal measure - node 10 (mm) log 10(X+I) + + +
APEXIO Apex measure - node 10 (mm) _!/(X2 +1) + + +
ANTHlOu Anthocyanin under 10th node leaf none +
ogreen - 2 red
Oll.OLIO Oil gland density none + +
onone - 4 many (assessed over all leaves)
ANTHmid Anthocyanin on midrib
(adaxialsurface)
continued
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Code Cbaracter description Transformation Analysis
cord step total
-down
CREN CRENULATE Lamina MARGIN none + + +
ostraight - 2 crenulate
PETmax Maximum petiole length (mm) none +
Stem characters
HT Height at 3 months (em) none + + +
NODES Number of nodes expanded
at 3 months .Jx + +
PROPLAT Proportion of axiUary buds on arcsinvp + + +
mainstemdeveloping laterals
with> 1 node fully expanded
RUGOSE STEM RUGOSENESS none + + +
osmooth - 2 rugose
STSHAPE STEM SHAPE none + + +
oround- 4 square
ANTHstem Anthocyanin pigmentation on stem log 10(X+l) + + +
ogreen - 4 red
INTERIO Internode length measured across none + + +
node 10(mm)
INTRAmax Maximum intranode length (mm) none +
INTRAIO Intranode length 10th node (mm) none
Q!hw.
GLAUC Seedlingglaucousness X3 + + +
ogreen- 4 highly glaucous
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Figure 2.1 The distribution of verified (0) and unverified (0) sites of E. cordata.
Population codes are detailed in Table 2.1. (PA= Port Arthur)
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Figure 2.2 (a) Cotyledon and (b) adult and seedling leaf dimensions measured
(not to scale).
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Chapter 3 Distribution and ecology
3.1 Distribution
All sites of E. cordata verified during this survey are indicated in Figure 2.1 and Table 2.1. Twenty-rune! separate
populations have been located, ranging in size from single individuals 10stands of over 5000 (average
approximately 440; Fig. 3.1). In terms of population size, the main stronghold of the species is clearly the sub-
alpine area around Snug Tiers (SP; Table 2.1), although populations in other areas, particularly the Derwent
Valley (e.g. M1and Mo), may have been more extensive prior to agricultural development
Figure 3.1 The proportion of E. cordata populations in each size class.
The classification of populations into 'eastern' and 'western' forms follows Fig. 4.11 (n=21).
0.4
n=7
0.3
PROP_
SITES 0.2
0.1
n=5
n=4 IiliJ Eastern
• Western
~10 ~100 ~200 ~300 ~1000 >1000
POPULATION SIZE CLASS
The species is confined 10 the southeast of Tasmania where its distribution closely follows the limits of the
southeastern glacial refuge (sensu Davies 1974). Its distribution is patchy and the suppressed and scattered nature
of many of the small, insular populations is suggestive of a relict distribution pattern. The distribution of areas
of similar climate 10sites occupied by E. cordata is also relatively localized (Fig. 3.2). However, the distribution
of E. cordata in these areas is clearly incomplete as comparable microhabitats are extensive within the predicted
climatic zone. Populations are concentrated in two main geographic areas, viz. the Mt. Wellington Range in the
west and the general vicinity of Prossers Sugarloaf in the east, which are separated by a major lowland disjunction
between the Derwent and Coal Rivers. However, populations also occur on Bruny and Maria Islands, both of
which would have been continuous with the Tasmanian mainland during glacial periods.
1 Eight additional 'western' populations have recently been located near Chicks Perch (see Appendix 1).
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Figure 3.2 The distribution of sites predicted by BlOCLIM as climatically suitable
for E. cordata (- or -), Sites used to define the climatic envelope are indicated
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The geographical rangeof E. cordata has beenpreviously indicated by Jackson(1965),Hall and Brooker(1972),
Kirkpatrick and Backhouse(1980) and Brownet al. (1983). The northern-most population indicatedin the latter
work (Meredith Tier - Mf) could not be includedwithinE. cordata and although the population on Brown
Mountain (Bc) deviates in the directionof the closelyrelatedspecies (e.g. E. urnigera or E. morrisbyi), it has
closest affinity to E. cordata and has been includedin this study (see Appendix 3). The southernextensionof the
rangeof E. cordata onto the southernend of BrunyIslandand southof Southportin the RechercheBay area as
indicatedby Jackson (1965) could not be verifieddespitean extensivesearch. The bioclimaticprediction(Fig.
3.2) suggestsclimaticallysuitableareas for E. cordata existnear Doverand Southport,but to date no stands have
been located westor south of the Huon Valley. The type localityof E. cordata was believedto be RechercheBay
(Hooker 1856;Maiden 1913; Hall and Brooker 1972). However, this is incorrectas investigations(see Appendix
3) have shown that the type locality is Penguin Island which lies off Fluted Cape on Bruny Island (Pe Fig. 2.1).
This localitycould account for the record on the southernend of Bruny Island (Jackson 1965)and, whilenot
includedin the data defmingthe climaticenvelopeof E. cordata, an occurrencein the appropriate grid cell was
predicted (Fig. 3.2).
Other populationsof E. cordata no doubt exist and the areas of most likely occurrencecan be predictedfrom Fig.
3.2. In particular, there is a high probabilty further populations occur in the general vicinityof Mt, Wellington
(includingSnugPlains) and ProssersSugarloaf. Furthermore, the predictedoccurrenceand unverified reports
suggest that furtherpopulationsof E. cordata may OCCl)!' on TasmanPenisular.
3.2 Ecology
The geographic range of E. cordata transgresses Gentilli's(1972) moist subhumid cool to humid cool climatic
zones and its climatic profile is given in Table 3.2. Populations occur over an altitudinal range from near sea-
level (Pe 4Om) to 710 m (meane 374 m: n=21). There is a two-folddifference between sites in estimatesof the
mean annual rainfall (689 to 1408 mm) and the average minimum temperature in the coldest month ranges from
0.5 to 3.4 °C (Table 3.1). The synthetic rainfalland temperature variables form two sheaves of vectors which
vary nearlyat right angles across the geographical rangeof E. cordata (Fig. 3.3). Site rainfall increases toward the
southwestwhereas temperatures increase toward the southeastof the species range. The latter trend is a direct
reflectionof the tendencyfor site altitude to increase towardthe northwestof the speciesrange (Fig. 3.3).
Geographicalpositionand altitudeare used toestimate,and are integratedin, the syntheticclimatic variables. The
aspect, slope and topographicpositionof sites vary widely (Fig. 3.4) and there is no trend for changes in altitude,
aspect, topogrnphic positionor slope of the site to be associated. There is a marked trend for E. cordata to occur
on poorer drainedsites with increasingaltitude,but withdecreasingrainfall there is a shift to drier microhabitats.
Populations mainly occur on medium to deep clay-loam soils (Fig. 3.4), ranging in pH from 6.0 to 7.0 and
derivedfromJurassicdoleritebed rock. The populations at Electrona (EI)and Cape QueenElizabeth (QE) are the
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only exceptions, both occurring on a Permian mudstone bedrock. Soilsare usually well 10 poorlydrained,
although severaleasternpopulations (HF,QE,PI and TA) occuron shallow soilson relatively steep, excessively
drainedsites (Fig. 3.4). Populations usually occuron shelteredor moderately exposed sites (Fig. 3.10),although
populations on the summits of Perpendicular Mountain, Falls Hill, Herringback Rangeand Cape Queen
Elizabeth are moreexposed. The latterpopulation occursas a purestandonan exposed, dry cliff line 100m above
sea-level (seeAppendix 2).
Standsof E. cordata are rarelypure (Fig.3.5)and thepure standsat Moogara (Mo),on the top of Perpendicular
Mountain (PI), on CapeQueenElizabeth (QE)and Penguin Island(Penot included in analysis) are exceptions.
The maineucalyptspeciesassociated withE. cordata are E. pulchella (57%of sites),E. globulus (43%),E.
obliqua(38%),E. delegatensis (29%) and E. viminalis (24%)(Fig.3.6). Occasional associates include E.
coccifera (10%),E. tenuiramis (10%) and (less than 5%)E. rubida, E. urnigera andEi johnstonii. In the east,E.
cordata oftenoccursas a stunted mallee (I-2m), understorey species scattered (Fig. 3.5)beneath dry, open, lowland
woodland dominated by E. pulchellawithoccassional E. globulus (Fig.3.6). However, with increasingaltitude
and rainfall in the west thereis a shift toward greatercoverand sitedominance by E. cordata (Fig.3.5 and 3.3)and
co-occurrence withspeciesmorecommonly associated withwetter(e.g.E. obliqua) or sub-alpine habitats (E.
delegatensis, E. johnstonii, E. urnigera and E. coccifera). It is only in thesewettersites that E. cordata achieves
the tree habit (e.g. Leslie Road,LR; Mt, Lloyd,ML and Moogara, Mo). In manycases, particularly in the west
. of its range, E. cordata tends10 replace surrounding eucalypt species on poorerdrained wettersitesdominated by
Ute sedge, Gahniagrandis (e.g, SP, LR, Mo, ML, SM, Be, CP and HI).
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Table 3.1 The bioclimatic profile of E. cordata (n=21).
Variablecodes are detailed in Table 2.2.
SYNTHETIC
CLIMATIC MIN PERCENTILES MAX
VARIABLE MEAN S.D. VALUE 25 75 VALUE
MNANTEMP 10.0 1.47 7.8 8.5 11.2 11.9
MlNMINTEMP 2.2 0.95 0.5 1.4 2.9 3.4
MAXMAXTEMP 20.0 1.51 17.7 18.4 21.1 22.2
lEMPRGE 17.8 0.71 16.9 17.3 18.1 19.4
lEMPWETQ 9.7 2.58 5.5 8.3 11.8 13.0
lEMPDRYQ 14.0 1.48 11.8 12.5 15.3 16.0
MNANRAIN 989 214.9 689 855 992 1408
RAlNWE1M 97 20 73 85 98 133
RAlNDRYM 63 12.8 45 55 62 89
RAINRGE 34 6.7 25 30 39 46
RAlNWETQ 276 58.5 212 240 279 388
RAlNDRYQ 205 41.8 152 181 201 289
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Figure 3.3 The pattern of geographical variation of environmental factors amongst sites of
E. cordata.
The phenetic and floristic classification follows Table 7. 1 and variables are detailed in Table 2.2.
(* = floristically derived estimates; PCl,5 and 6 are PCA axes derived from the total analysis of adult and
seedling characters discussed in section 4.3)
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Figure 3.4 The proportion of E. cordata sites in the
slope, (c) aspect, (d) soil depth, (e) drainage and (f)
indicated (n=21).
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Figure 3.5 The proportion or E. cordata populations in the categories or (a) the percentage
cover and (b) cover relative to the total cover or all eucalypts (n=20).
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Chapter 4 Phenotypic and genetic variation amongst populations
4.1 Adultphenmy:pe
Population meanvalues for the 16 adultmorphometric characters studiedare shown in Appendix 5. Variation
between populationmeans was highly significant(P< 0.(01) for all of the charactersstudied (fable 2.3), with
STSHAPE,LW, LL,GLAUC, MAXW, CAPL, BASE and RIMW (in decreasingorder) showing the highestF
values. The percentage of the total variability (at= crp+ aw) of each characterattributable to the between( ap) and
within (aw) population variancecomponents are given in Table2.3. While the distribution of variability differed
widelybetweencharacters(crp/at20.7% - 90.9%),on averagethe interpopulation componentof the variability in
adult morphology is high, accountingfor 50% of the totalvariation. Leaf and reproductive charactersets are more
or less comparablewith an averageof 52.3%and 45.8%respectively of the variabilityattributableto the
interpopulation component
The differentiation between populationswas summarized by discriminant functionsanalysisusing the full set of
16 morphometric characters, whichyieldedII significant (P< 0.01) eigen values, the first3 of whichaccountedfor
81% of the total variationbetweenpopulation centroids. Population centroidsare shownin the space defined by
these threediscriminant functions in Fig. 4.1, and vectorsindicatethe importanceand directionof variationof the.
majordiscriminating characters. There was very little redundancy in the morphological data set and only one
character(APEX) was excludedfrom the step-down discriminant analysis.
The major axis (CVI) accountsfor 63.7%of the interpopulation variationand is dominatedby stem shape
(STSHAPE), but also reflectsdifferentiation in capsule(CAPLand MAXW) and leaf (LL,LW and BASE)size (
Appendix 5). Populationswith markedly angularstemsand large leavesand capsuleshavepositivevaluesalong
CVI and are separatedfrom those with roundstemsand smallerleavesand capsulesalong this axis. The second
and thirdaxes mainlydescribeindependent directions of variation amongstthe easternpopulations. The second
axis (Fig.4.la) identifiesthe population from Hellfire Bluff(HF) as an outlierdue to its reducedglaucousness and
narrowleaves(see Appendix 5 - GLAUC,LW/LL). The thirdaxis mainly reflectsresidualvariationin leaf shape
and describeselinal variationbetween the roundstemmedpopulations separatingthose with narrowleavessuch as
Pe, Pt and PR from the broad leaved populations such as Be and SM (Fig. 4.1b and Appendix 5). The type
populationfromPenguinIsland(Pe) has the narrowestleavesof all populationsof E. cordata (Appendix 5 -
LW/LL). This population also has a high frequency of individuals developingadult foliage (Table2.1) and while
all leaves measured were sessile,the narrow leaves may be a result of the leaves beingontogenetically more
mature.
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In the space definedby the ordination (Fig.4.1), populations tend to form two relatively discreteclusterswithonly
the population at LeslieRoad(LR) intermediate. The two maingroups of populations are consistently recovered
usinga varietyof clustering techniques (e.g, averageand singlelinkage - Fig. 4.2) and charactercombinations with
the population LR consistently grouping with the populations withangularstems. These results strongly indicate
a natural groupingof populations into two main morphsas indicated in Fig. 3.3. These morphsare
geographically concordant and moreor lesscorrespond to eastern (round stemmed) and western (angular stemmed)
variants. With the exception of the populations near ChimneyPot Hill (e.g, CP), these morphsare separatedby a
major lowlanddisjunction between theDerwentandCoalRiversand the D'Entrecastaux Channel(Fig.3.3). The
population on ChimneyPot Hill is one of the mosteastern populations on the west side of this disjunction yet its
morphology is typical of the easterngroup(i.e, roundstems,small leavesand capsules- Fig. 4.I and Appendix
5). Moreover, withina localized area southof Mt. Wellington (Kingborough) thereis considerable variation
amongstpopulations and disjunctpopulations transgressing the full rangeof variation alongCVl occur within20
km (i,e. CP, LR, EI, Ht, PH, SP, CH and HI- Fig. 4.1). While the populations LR, EI and Ht have closest
affinitiesto other western populations (Fig.4.2), they clearlydeviatein the direction of the eastern populations
becausestemangularity is not welldeveloped (STSHAPE) and the leavesare smallerthan other populations in the
western group(e.g,LL· Appendix 5).
The majorcomponent of differentiation between populations is accounted for by.this grouping of populations.
Nevertheless, in thediscriminant spacethere is considerable differentiation amongst populations within each of
these main groups,particularly the 'eastern' populations. This is reflected in the highdimensionality of the
discriminant solution (II siguificant eigenvalues) and the secondand lowerdiscriminant functions mainlyseparate
eastern populations alonguniquedirections of differentiation. Basedon the siguificance of the Mahalanobis'
distancebetweenpopulations, only 4 out ofa totalof 231 pairs of comparisons were not siguificantly different(P
> 0.05). Furthermore, with few exceptions all populations were highly significantly different(P < 0.001) from
their nearestneighbour in the discriminant space and this is indicated in the singlelinkagedendogram in Fig. 4.2b.
Thisdendogram clearly showsthat the populations on BrownMountain (Be)and Hellfire Bluff (!IF) are outliers,
although they have closestmorphological affinities to the easternpopulations (Figs.4.1 and 4.2). The population
on HellfireBluff(HF) is uniqueas theadult foliage was not fullyglaucous (GLAUC = 3) whereasin all other
populations except Be, the foliageof virtually all individuals sampled was highly glaucous (GLAUC = 4). The
population on BrownMountain (Be)alsodeviates from othereastern populations on several reproductive characters
(e.g, PEDU,CAPL,PEDI,PTMAXW and DISK· Appendix 5), the combination of whichsuggestsvariationin
the directionof thecloselyrelatedspecies E. urnigera or E. morrisbyi (Fig.4.3).
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4.2 Seedling phenotype
Population mean valuesfor the28 seedling characters examined are shown in Appendix 5 and ANOVA indicates
significant differences (P < 0.05)amongst population meanvaluesfor all characters. Progenies weregrown in a
commonglasshouse environment and these results indicatemarked geneticdifferentiation amongstpopulations.
However characters varywidely in the percentage of their totalvariability attributable to the interpopulation
variance component (i.e. the intra-class correlation coefficient for populations, tp - Lawrence 1982) whichranges
from 2.1 to 87%, with STSHAPE, RUGOSE, LWIO, GLAUC, COTL, CREN,COTW,LLlO and BASE10 (in
decreasing order)showing the highest values. Overall seedling characters, themeanpercentage attributable to the
interpopulation component is 23%which is less thanhalf the comparable estimatederived from adultcharacters
scoredfromnaturalpopulations (50%,Table2.3). Clearly,a largeportion of the variation in seedlingcharacters
lies withinpopulations, although with family identity not retainedit is not possible to determine whether this is
due to heritable between family withinpopulation effectsor nonheritable sources.
For thepopulation mean,thereis a strongcorrelation between comparable seedling andadultcharacters (Fig.404),
indicating a largeheritable component to the variation in adult morphology between populations. Furthermore,
the grouping of populations definedon the basisof adultmorphology is similar,but evenmoredistinct,basedon
the seedling characters (Figs.4.5 and4.6), and there is even littleoverlapat the individual level (Fig.c.Sb). As in
the adultanalysis, stemshape(STSHAPE) is the maincharacterweighting the disciminant function separatingthe
twogroupsof populations in the seedling analysis (Fig.4.5) and is contrasted against thedegreeof rngoseness of
the seedlingstem (Fig. 4.5; see also RUGOSE Appendix 5). Positivevariation along the seedlingCV1 (Fig. 4.5)
toward the western, angular stemmed groupalso involves an increase in leaf size (e.g.LLIO andLWIO -
Appendix 5). The western populations LR,El and Ht deviate toward theeasternpopulations on both adult and
seedlings characters (Fig. 4.1 and 4.5). However, whileLR tendedto be intermediate in theadultordination(Fig.
4.1), it is clearlygroupedwithother western populations on seedling characters (Fig.4.6), supporting the adult
classification (Figo4.2).
Withthe set of seedling characters studied thereare significant differences between virtually all populations,
indicating markedgenetic differentiation within E. cordata. notonly between, butalso withinthe majorpopulation
groupings. For example, the significance of the Mahalanobis' distance between populations usingonly variables
retained in the step-down discriminant analysis (seeTable2.5) indicated that virtually all populations were
significantly differentfrom each other. Only 7 (see Fig.4.6b) out of a totalof 210 comparisons (3%) were not
significant (P < 0.05)and 86%of comparisons were highlysignificantly different(P < 0.001). As suggestedfrom
the adultsamples, therewasgreatergenetic differentiation amongst eastern populations of E. cordata than
amongst the western groupof populations. Lowerorderdiscriminant functions mainlydifferentiated amongstthe
eastern populations, and in the dendograms in Fig.4.8 the vast majority of western populations fuse prior to
even the first fusionof theeasternpopulations. Further,separate disciimantfunctions analyses of each set of
populations indicated not only muchgreatertotalvariability amongstthe eastern populations (i.e. sum of the
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eigen values for the easterngroupwas 15.5comparedto 6.1 for the western group),but muchhigher
dimensionality of the geneticvariation. For example, significant (P< 0.(01) variationbetween populations
occurredalongsix discriminant functions in the eastern analysiscompared withonly two for the western analysis.
The mainaxis of geneticvariation (CVI) amongstwestern populations is in the directionof the eastern
populations and orders the westernpopulations as in Fig. 4.5. By contrast, the main discriminant function in the
easternanalysisseparates populations PR and HF from othereastern populations mainly on the basisof narrow
leavesand reducedglaucousness (e.g,Fig. 4.5 and Appendix 5). This variationis in the directionof E. viminalis,
a Symphyomyrtus species widespread throughout thegeographical rangeof E. cordata and occurring in the vicinity
of 50% of the eastern populations including PR and HF. Someof the seedlings from both of thesepopulations
fall within the envelope encompassed by the othereasternE. cordata populations in Fig. 4.5b and wouldclassify
as E. cordata, although the majority of seedlings from thesepopulations lie outside this envelope. Thesedeviant
seedlings are intermediate between the eastern E. cordata andE. viminalis and are probably hybrids. This is also
reflectedin the deviantadult morphology of the population from Hellfire Bluff(HF - FigA.2b). However, while
the adult morphology of the ProsserRiver samplevariesslightlyin the directionof E. viminalis (e.g. increased
pedicellength, relatively narrow, small leaves; Appendix 5), it is no moredeviant than severalof the more typical
eastern populations (e.g,Pt and TA - Fig. 4.2b). In seedling morphology, these two populations and the
population from BrownMountain are clearlyoutliersfrom the main core of eastern populations (Fig. 4.6b). The
popnlation from BrownMountain (Be),whichvariedin the direction of E. urnigera or E. morrisbyi on
reproductive characters, alsoexhibitssomejuvenilecharacteristics suchas smallbroad leaveswithan emarginate
apex (APEX10,LLlO,LWIOand LWPIO - Fig. 4.6) whichagain, in combination, is consistentwith variation
in the direction of at leastsomemorphs of E. urnigera (see BarberandJackson 1957; Thomas and Barber1974) or
E. morrisbyi..
4.3 Total variation
In order to integrateadultand seedlingcharacter sets (onlycompatible at the population level)yet maintain the
advantage of operating in a discriminatory spacewithin each set, the full suiteof discriminant functions from the
separate analyses werecombined. The euclidean distances between populations in the spaceso defined were
calculatedand usedas the overall measures of population dissimilarity. Theprincipal component analysis (PCA)
usingthe variance-covariance matrix werecalculated acrossthe fullset of discriminant functions using
GENSTAT. The PCAdid not weightpopulation values by the number in each group as does discriminant
functions analysis.
The ordination of populations along the first twoaxes derived from this analysis is shown in Fig. 4.7 and the
singleand average linkage classifications of populations are shown in Fig. 4.8. The first PCA axis (57.7%)
clearlyseparated 'eastern' and western' populations whereas the nextthreeaxes wereprimarily involved in
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separating outliersfrom the maincore of 'eastern' populations (Axis 2 [9.5%] - PR, HF; Axis 3 [5.9%] - Bc; Axis
4 [4.1%] - TA). The first twoaxes from thisanalysisweredominated by a virtualequal weighting of the
corresponding discriminant functions from adultand seedling analyses whereas othercomponents involved more
complex weightings. For the original adultand seedling characters maintained in the step-down discriminant
analyses(e.g,Tables2.3 minus APEX,Table2.5) and selected ratios,the directions of vectors fitted by rotational
correlation analysisinto the spacedefmedby the frrst6 axes from thisPCA(accounting for 84%of the total
variationin the spacedefined by the 36 discriminant functions) are shownin Fig. 4.7.
An increasealongaxis 1 in the direction of the 'western' form is mainly associated withan increase in seedling and
adult stemangularity butalso reflects an increase in capsule size (RlMW, MAXW andCAPL)and adultand
seedlingleaf size (e.g.LL, LLIO and LWI0) and to someextentcotyledon width(COTW). The separation of
populations PR and HF from other 'eastern' populations along thesecondaxis is mainlyassociated witha decrease
in adultand seedling glaucousness (GLAUC), laminabase (BASE and BASES) and laminawidth(LW, LWILL,
LWlOand LWILLlO) andan increase in the rednessof theseedling stem(ANTIIST) (Figure4.7). TheBrown
Mountain population (Bc)is separatedfrom othereasternpopulations alongaxis 3 mainlydue to an increase in
PTMAXW, DISK, LWP,APEXIO and decreasein COTAP and VPOS, the combination of which is consistent
withvariation in the direction of E. urnigera or E. morrisbyi. TheTarranapopulation (TA)is separated from other
easternpopulations alongaxis4 due to an increase in VSlZanda decrease in ANTHCOT and RUGOSE.
However, themorphological outliers differentiated on thesecond, thirdandfourthaxesclearlyhaveclosest
affinities to, and classifywith, the eastern populations (Fig.4.8). The singlelinkagedendogram (Fig. 4.8b)
indicates that the distances between thesepopulations and theirnearest neighbours are. only slighlygreaterthan the
distancebetween theclosestneighbours from 'western' and 'eastern' populations. Furthermore, the distance by
which theseoutlyingpopulations deviatefrom the majority of the 'eastern' core populations is less than the
majority of distances between 'western and 'eastern' populations.
4.4 Environmental Correlates
Significant geographical trends or clineswereapparent for manyof the morphometric characters examined, with
linear,or at leastmonotonic, trends beingdetected for 12of the 15adultand 13 of the 18 seedling characters (Fig.
4.9 - only thosevariables remaining in the step-down discriminant analyses wereexamined; seedling Table2.5;
adult Table2.3 minusAPEX). Mostof the differentiation in adultand seedling variables is broadlyaligned with
longitude, although severalvariables varyorthogonally to the main sheafof vectors, varying in an approximate
north/south direction (e.g.LWP,ANTHco~ PEDU,COTW, COTAP, BASES and RUGOSE). However, the
variables broadly alignedwith latitude tendto showless differentiation between populations (F valuesin Fig.4.9)
and the correlations between the fitted vectorand the variable tendto be less,indicating strength of theassociation
with geographical position is weaker than for vectors alignedwithlongitude.
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Environmental vectorswere fittedby rotational correlation analysis into the ordinationspacedefined by the first6
dimensionsof the PCA of seedlingand adultdiscriminant scores shown in Fig. 4.7. Only the environmental
variables indicatedin Table2.2 were fittedand, wherethecorrelation betweenthe litted vectorand the
environmental variable was significant(P<0.05),its direction in the space defmed by the first two morphometric
axes is indicated in Fig. 4.7. Significant morphological variationoccurred along most of the environmental
variablesexaminedand a substantial proportion of the morphological variation in E. cordata can be related to
variationin geographical position (LAT & LONG),climatic (e.g. MNANRAIN, MINMINTEMP, MNANTEMP,
RAINRANGE), environmental (e.g. DRAIN,ALT,FIREINT) and floristic (e.g *DRAIN,*ALT, %COVDRYrr
and %COVCORD) variables (Fig.4.7). None of the fittedenvironmental vectorswere closelyalignedwith the
firstor fourthaxes of the ordinationand mostdipped into other dimensions; many towardthe5th axis (e.g.
SLOPE,SOILDEPTH, WINDEXP,MNANRAIN andTEMPRANGE). Only the first, fifth and 6th axes showed
significanttrends in geographic space. (Fig. 3.3).
The vectorsmost closely alignedto the flrst axis of theordinationwere longitude (LONG - 120°;r=O.93), the
vectordescribing floristicvariationrelated to altitude(i.e. indirectestimateof site exposure to thealpine
environment *ALT - 59°; 1"0.79),meanannualrainfall(MNANRAIN - 60°;1=0.78) and theclimaticindex
(ClimPCl 63°; I" 0.84). Nevertheless, morphological variation along theseand several other vectors (ALT,
*DRAINAGE, RAINRANGE, MINMINTEMP, MNANTEMP, TEMPRANGE) compounds differences between
'eastern'and 'western' populationsof the species,resulting in their separation to varying degrees. Longitudewas
me only fitted vector along which there wasno overlapof populations of either form, although in the
morphological space variationin thisdirectionwasclearlyclinal (Figure4.10a). However the vectorof best fit of
the frrstPCA axis into geographical space varied in a WSWdirection(i.e, 13.5°from west;I" 0.86;Fig. 3.3) and
when viewedin this direction the variationwas stepped(Fig.4.10b). There wasa gentle,90 km, cline occurring
withinthe easternpopulations toward the west thena rapid morphological changeoccurringover a distanceof
approximately llkm from the 'eastern'ChimneyPot Hill population (CP) through the lowland'western'
populations at Electrona (EI)and Leslie Road (LR) to the CombesHill population (CH) (Fig.4.10b).
Percentage rock cover (%ROCK- 146°;1"0.62)and slope(SLOPE 122°; I'" 0.53) were theonly fittedvectors
alignedin the directionof the secondaxis and, whilethe fit was relatively poor, this reflects the tendency for the
introgressed populationsPR and HF to occur on steeper,rockier sites thanother 'eastern'populations. The only
fittedvectoralignedwith the thirdaxis was the percentage cover of Gahnia grandis (%GAHNIA 149°); the fit was
poor (1=0.62) yet refected the abnormally highcover (87%) of this sedge beneath the morphologically outlying
stand on BrownMountain. This highcover is atypical for the easternpopulations and the sedge, whilecommon
beneath 'western'stands,occurs in only 3 other standsof 'eastern'E. cordata (CP,PI and SM),and then the cover
is relatively low.
The fifth PCA axis (3.6%) weaklyvaries in a southeasterly direction across the speciesrange(Fig. 3.3) and tends
to simultaneously separatecoastal (+) and inland(.) 'eastern'populationsas well as differentiate locally high (+)
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and low (-) altitudepopulations withineach group. Several environmental vectors are alignedin a similar
direction to the5th axis with mean annual rainfall (MNANRAIN 39°;r=O.88) and windexposure (WIND 35°;
r=O.47) increasing, temperature range(lEMPRANGE 138°; r=0.66) and soil depth(SOILDEPTIlI46°; r= 0.46°)
decreasing, and the understorey floristics shifting toward higheraltitude anddroughttolerant components with
increasing valuesalong the 5thPeA axis ("ALT 136°; r=0.78and "DRAINAGE 140°; r=0.74-see Fig. 5.4).
Thisaxis seemsto describe morphological variation alongan environmental gradientassociated withincreasing
exposure to windand droughtin coastalor higheraltitude environments and, although the fit of WINDand
SOILDEPTI1 vectors into the morphometric spacewasnot significant, these two vectors were the mostclosely
alignedwith the 5th axis. The alignmentof morphometric variables with this axis suggests that variation along
the 5thaxis in thedirection of increasing exposure is associated witha decrease in pedicel (pEDI 145°; r = 0.84)
and peduncle (pEDU133°; r = 0.81)length, cotyledon width (COTW 135°;r= 0.84),anthocyanin content
(ANTHcot135°; r= 0.91)andseedling growth rate(lIT 148°; r= 0.58). Reduction in peduncle andpedicel length
and seedling growthrate with increasing exposure to thealpineenvironment has been similarly noted in the
closelyrelated speciesE. gunnii (POllS and Reid 1985a, b). Furthermore, the significant geographic trends
apparentfor4 of thesecharacters (PEDU, COTW,ANTHcot and HT;Fig. 4.9) which increase in a northwesterly
direction acrossthe rangeof thespecies, are no doubt partlya consequence of thisgradient. However, while
morphological variation is detectable alongthisenvironmental gradient, the extentof differentiation between
populations is small (3.6%)whencompared to variation along the first axis (57.7%).
Of all the environmental variables fitted into the 6 dimensional morphological space,only latitude is closely
aligned(30°)to the sixth axis. The sixthaxis mainly describes geographical variation withinthe 'eastern'
populations separating the southern populations CP,QE and TA from morenorthern 'eastern' populations,
However, the differentiation between thesepopulations onlyaccounts for 2.8%of the totalvariation between
population centroids.
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Table 4.1 Grand means and standard deviations of untransformed seedling
characters for the 21 E. cordata populations.
The F ratios for the difference betweenpopulations basedon transformed valuesare indicated (. P< 0.05; •• P <
0.01; "'P < 0.001) along with the percentage of variancebetweenand withinpopulations based on variance
componentestimates.
VARIABLE GRAND F20,186 % VARIANCE
CODE Mean s.d, between within
COTPET 2.38 0.622 2045 ••• 13.0 87.0
COTL 2.87 0.640 6.78 ••• 36.7 63.3
COTW 7.34 0.092 6.58 ••• 35.5 64.5
COTAP 0.35 0.184 2.97 ••• 1704 82.6
LL2 23.54 0.352 2.27 •• 11.8 88.2
LW2 11.05 0.207 2.10 •• lOA 89.6
LWPTLL2 0.39 0.005 1.88 • 8.6 91.4
LL5 36.33 0.526 2.64 ••• 14.7 85.3
LW5 27.89 0.444 2.77 ••• 16.0 84.0
BASE5 1.27 0.070 2.69 ••• 1504 84.6
LWPTOLL5 0.34 0.004 1.32 • 2.1 97.9
LLlO 42.28 0.661 6.28 ••• 33.5 66.5
LWIO 37.07 0.590 8043 ••• 43.9 56.1
BASE10 2.39 0.099 5.26 ••• 29.6 7004
APEX10 0.09 0.011 3.64 ••• 21.5 78.5
LWPTLLIO 0.32 0.004 2.80 ••• 16.9 83.1
HT 32048 00432 3.22 ••• 1804 81.6
NODES 8.82 0.087 1.84 • 7.9 92.1
RUGOSE 2.30 0.063 14.26••• 57.2 42.8
STSHAPE 2.27 0.111 69047 ••• 8704 12.6
GLAUC 3.77 0.039 7.89 ••• 41.5 58.5
ANTIISTEM 0.62 0.054 2041 •• 12.6 87.5
CREN 1.34 0.045 6.65 ••• 36.5 63.5
INTER10 41.22 0.722 1.78' 7.5 92.5
ANTIICOT 1.31 0.053 3.01 ••• 17.0 83.0
Oll..GL5 0.89 0.049 2.10 •• 10.1 89.9
Oll..GLlO 2.24 0.063 2.05 •• 10.6 8904
PROPLAT 0.19 0.012 4.10 ••• 23.9 76.1
MEAN 23.0 77.0
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Figure 4.1 Discriminant function analysis of adult characters.
Ordination of population centroids along the three major discriminant functions (CVl -3) derived from analysis of
the 16 adult characters indicated in Table 2.3. Populations are grouped into (0) eastern and (0) western forms based
on the classification in Fig. 4.2a. The 95% confidence circle is based on average N.
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Figure 4.2 (a) Average linkage and (b) single linkage classifications of
populations.
The Mahalanobis' generalized distance was the dissimilarity measure and was calculated using the 16
morphological characters indicated in Table 2.3.
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(b) Single Linkage
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Figure 4.3 Representative capsules rrom populations or E. cordltla, closely rl lated species,
E. globuills and the aroUndal Fl hybrid E. globulus:ll: cordaJa.
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Figure 4.4 Regression between population means for comparable seedling and adult characters.
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Figure 4.5 Discriminant function analysis of seedling characters.
Ordination of population centroids along the first two discriminant functions (CVl and CV2) derived from analysis of the 28 seedling
characters indicated in Table 2.5. Populations are grouped into (0) eastern and (e) western fonns based on the classification in Fig. 4.2a. The
minimum sparming tree and 95% confidence sphere for the centroids (based on the average N) are shown in (a) and individuals and population
centroids are plotted in (b) (E ='eastern'. W ='western' and 3 =PR 4 =HF),
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Figure 4.6 (a) Average and (b) single linkage classifications of populations based
on seedling characters.
The Maha1anobis' distance was the dissimilaritymeasure and was calculated using the 28
morphological characters indicatedin Table 2.5.
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(b) Single Linkage
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Figure 4.7 PeA ordination DC populations based on combined seedUng and adult discriminant scores.
The direction of vectors fitted by rotal.ional correlation analysis into thespace defined by the rust 6 axes of the PeA are indicated for adult and
seedling characters. Deviation of the vector length from unity (STSHAPE epprox. 1) indicates the extent vectors dip into otherdimensions and the
relative fit of the vectors (r) into the ordination is indicated by their width.
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Figure 4.8 (a) Average linkage and (b) single linkage classifications of
populations based on seedling and adult characters.
The dissimilarity measure was theeuclidean distance between populations calculated usingscores on
adultandjuvenilediscrintinant functions. [. high conservation status (State, Floraor Game
Reserve); 0 located on crownlandor stateforest or in thecaseof MoANMseedreserve; •
relatively undisturbed]
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Figure 4.9 Directions of clinal variation in adult and seedling characters.
The direction and significance of the fitof morphometric vectorsfitted in to the geographic spaceby
rotational correlation analysis. Character codesare detailed in Tables2.2 (Adult -uppercase)and
2.5 (Seedling -lower case). Population differentiation is significant (P<O.OOI) for all characters and
the lengthof the vectoris proportional to the Fwalue (exceptfor PCl, PC5and PC6 whichare
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Figure 4.10 Pattern of phenetic variation associated with geographic and climatic gradients.
(a) Longitudeand (c) theclimaticindexfitted into the 6 dimensional pheneticspace(see Fig.4.7) and (b) PCI
from Fig. 4.7 filled into geographical space.
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Chapter 5 Floristic variation amongst populations
5.1 General site f1Qristics
A totalof ninety-seven specieswere recordedwith E. cordata and the speciesare listed in order of decreasing
frequency of occurrencein Appendix6. Only seven species(Pultenaea juniperina, Leptospermum scoparium,
Lomatia tinctoria, Callistemon pallidus, Eucalyptus pulchella, Gahnia grandis andAcaciaverticil/ata) were
common to more than 40% of the stands of E. cordata. Forty percentof the species occurredon only one (5% )
and fifty eight percenton only tWQ (10%) sites. The mean coverof E. cordata was 27.4 % whereasonly three
associatedspecieshad a meancover greaterthan five percent(Gahnia grandis 20.8%.Eucalyptus pulchella 13.5%.
Pultenaea juniperina 7.3%). The total cover of understorey species(growth form :s; 7) beneath standsof E. cordata
ranged from 10.4%to 118%(mean 62.5%). The understorey richnessranged from 5 to 16 species (mean 9.3
species),but the tWQ most abundant speciesat each site accountedfor 30 to 92% of the total cover (mean66.5%).
5.2 Site Qrdination: indirect gradientanalysis
The two-dimensional NMDS ordinationshownin Fig. 5.1 (stresse 0.21) was accepted as an adequate
representationof the pattern of floristic variationamongst the 20 sites of E. cordata. The floristicvariation shown
in the ordination is strongly related to geographic and topographic position, and seems to mainly reflect the
interactionof two nearly orthogonalenvironmental gradients,both of which appear to be independently related to
site water relations, The compositionalchange runningapproximately 25° to axis one is related to broad-scale
climatic variationassociatedwith increasingrainfalland decreasing temperaturestoward the west (Fig. 5.1 -
ClimPCl, MNANRAIN). The BI0CLIM (MnAnRain) and the compositeclimatic (ClimPCl) vectors are broadly
aligned in tltisdirection(Fig. 5.1), and the decreasingtemperature is partly a consequence of an increase in the
altitudeof sites of E. cordata toward the northwestof the species range (Fig. 3.3). The climatic gradient results in
a compositional change from species generallyassociatedwith lowland,dry sclerophyll (e.g. Eucalyptus pulchella,
Eucalyptus globulus, Astroloma humifusum. Bursaria spinosa) to those generally associated with mediumaltitude,
wet sclerophyllvegetation (e.g. Cassinia aculeata. Acacia riceana, Eucalyptus delegatensis, Eucalyptus obliqua).
Superimposed, but relatively independentof thiscompositional change is floristic variationarising from localized
variation in site drainage (or drought stress) which in the ordinationruns at nearly right angles to the climatic
gradient (Fig. 5.1). Fitted vectors for topographic position (TOPOG), drainage (DRAIN),windexposure, percent
rock cover and SQiI depth were aligned in this direction,although the fit of the latter three variableswas not
significant (Fig. 5.1). The angles between the vectors fitted by rotational correlation into the floristicordination
for MNANRAIN or CLlMPCl and DRAINAGE are 84.2° and 70°, and between MNANRAIN or CLlMPCl and
TOPOG,97° and 87° respectively.
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In the climaticallydrier region, local floristic variationin the directionof increasing water availability is mainly
associatedwith a changefromexcessivelydrained(DRAIN= I), steep,windexposed microhabits to sheltered,
moderately drained (DRAIN= 2) sites,and more-or-less corresponds to the environmental difference between
exposedcoastal and inlandsites. Increasingdroughtstress is associated with an increase in the occurrence and cover
of Banksia marginata, Casuarina stricta, Exocarpos cupresssoides, Pultenaea daphnoides, Lepidosperma laterale and
Lomatia tinctoria (see photos Appendix2). On relativelywettersites (DRAIN= 2), the occurrenceand cover of
Leptospermum scoparium, other eucalypt species [E. pulchella (e.g. Fig. 5.1) and E. viminaliss, Goodenia ovata
and Callistemon pallidus increases(e.g. BT - Appendix 2). In the climaticallywetter region, however,variation
along the second gradient in the directionof increasingwateravailabilityis mainly associated with a transition
from moderate to poorlydrainedmicrohabitats (Fig.5.1). Poorerdrainageresults in increasingunderstorey cover,
decreasingunderstorey diversity,and increasing cover of Gahnia grandis (e.g, Fig. 5.1),Leptospermum scoparium
and Bauera rubiodes(e.g, Ht, El versusSP, Be - Appendix 2). However. it is the increasingdominanceof the
understoreyby the sedge Gahnia grandis whichis most notable. The coverof this sedge exceeds 50% on manyof
the waterloggedsites and on Snug Plain and BrownMountainits cover reaches 78 and 87 percent respectively.
On the drier moderately drainedsites in the east, the dominance of the site by E. cordata relative to other eucalypt
species decreases,as does the plant heightand the size of the E. cordata population(Fig.5.1). The percentage
coverof E. pulchella increases and the standsare generally comprised of scatteredmallees beneaththe E. pulchella
canopy(Fig. 5.1). There is little floristicdifferencebetweenareasoccupiedby E. cordata and the surrounding
vegetation. Of the populationsin the climaticallywarmerand drier area, it is only on the more exposedcoastal
sites on Maria Island(PI), Cape QueenElizabeth(QE) and PenguinIsland(pe) thatE. cordata achievesfull site
dominance (cf, other eucalyptspecies). These are the largestof the 'eastern'populationsand the distributional
pattern described is consistentwith the majority of 'eastern'E. cordata populationsbeing relicts. possiblyof a
colder environment
5.3 Site and species classification
The ordinationsuggeststhat stands of E. cordata variedmore-or-less continuouslyin floristiccomposition and the
TWINSPAN classification was used to summarise this compositional continuum. With some minor subjectivere-
allocationof species the two-wayTWINSPANclassificationof sites and species is shown in Table 5.1, and with
the re-allocationof the Electronasite, the geographicaldistributionof the four group classification (Fig. 5.2) is
indicated in Fig. 3.3. The primary dichotomybroadlyseparatessites into wet and dry sclerophyll floristicgroups
(Table 5.1, Fig. 5.2). Within the dry sclerophyllgroup, populationsmay.be further separated into dry, coastal or
wetter. inland floristicgroups (Table 5.1). As previouslynoted, the coastal sites are characterizedby the absenceof
the less drought tolerant dry sclerophyll species (e.g.Table 5.1) and the presenceof Casuarina strictaand Banksia
marginata (Fig. 5.2). The classificationof sites is more-or-lessconcordantwith the position of sites in the
ordination in Fig. 5.1. despite the use of qualitativeas opposed to quantitativeabundance information. The only
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majordiscrepancy is the site at Electrona(EI), which the TWINSPAN classification suggests has closest floristics
affinities to the population at Leslie Road(LR). The Electronasite is anomolous in several respects, being the
lowestaltitudinal occurrence of the 'western' form as well as occurring on Permian mudstone. It contains both
lowaltitudeas wellas well-drained floristic components and in thesecharacteristics shows affmities to both LR
and HL Basedon the NMDS result theElectrona sitewasre-allocated to the well-drained wetsclerophyll floristic
group (Fig. 5.2).
In summary, theE. cordata sites may thusbe classified on the basis of their floristics into dry, coastal (exposed,
dry, excessively drained - drought stressed), dry sclerophyll (warm, dry, moderately drainaged), well-drained wet
sclerophyll (cool,wet, well-drained) and waterlogged wetsclerophyll (coolwetpoorlydrained)
floristic/environmental groups which are differentiated on a combination of broad-scale climatic and localised
microhabitat variation.
5.4 Relationship between patterns of floristic and phenetic variation
The indirectgradientanalysis indicates that thepopulations of E. cordata varyalongar least two majorecological
gradients, which independently varyacrossthe rangeof E. cordata (e.g.Fig. 3.3 and 5.1). Furthermore, the
ordination indicates markeddifferences in floristic composition between the majority of 'eastern' and 'western'
populations. The majorityof populations with the 'eastern' morphology occur with speciescommonly associated
with lowlanddry sclerophyll vegetation, andoccurin the dry coastalor dry sclerophyll floristic groups(Fig. 5.2 -
group2). In contrast, the 'western' morph is confined to populations in welldrainedor poorly drained wet
sclerophyll floristic groups (Fig. 5.2 - group 1). However, the floristic variation amongstpopulations is
relatively continuous whichcontrasts with thediscontinuous morphological differentiation between populations.
This is clearlyseen in Fig. 5.3a wherethereis a compositional continuwn along the vectordifferentiating 'eastern'
and 'western' morphs(i.e. PCl - Fig.4.7) whenit is fitted by rotational correlation into the floristic ordination.
Thusin both an ecological (floristically defined - Figs. 5.1 and 5.3a) and geographical space(i.e.Fig. 4.11) the
pattern of phenetic differentiation between populations of E. cordata appears stepped as opposed to gradational,
despite gradational environmental continuity.
Ecological continuity between populations of eithermorph was also apparentalong directly (CLIMPCl - Fig.
4.1OC) or indirectly (floristically defined) measured climatic(e.g. "CLIMPCl - Fig. 5.3 b) anddrainage ("DRAIN-
Fig. 5.3 c) gradients. The populations with the 'western' morph occur at one extremeof a complex ecological
gradient whichmainlycompounds variation due to increasing altitude, poorerdrainage and higher, and more
reliable, rainfall. Minor spatial (Fig. 4.lOa,b) or climatic (Fig. 4.1OC and 5.3b)disjunctions were not associated
withmarked phenetic differentiation and weretransgressed by populations of one or other morpho Regression
analyses indicatea tendency for thedirection of phenetic variation withineach morph to be parallel and slightly
convergent along the climatic gradient(Fig. 4.IOC and 5.3b),and the 'eastern' populations clearlyconverge toward
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the 'western'morphalong the drainagegradient (Fig. 5.3 c). However,the convergent trends along the drainage
(Fig. 5.3c) or climatic(4.lOc and 5.3b) gradientsclearlydo not account for the large differencein grand means and
are insufficent to explain the large pheneticdifference betweenmorphs.
The floristic compositionof the 'eastern' populationson Perpendicular Mountain (PI), Chimney Pot Hill (CP),
Small Mountain(SM) and Brown Mountain(Be) is most similar to the 'western' populations (reflectedin the
presenceof Gahnia grandis), and the latter threesiteswerefloristically classifiedwith thepoorlydrained'western'
sites (Fig. 5.3 and 5.1). The population on Brown Mountain is a morphological outlier, and the morphologyof
populations SM and CP deviates little in the directionof the 'western' populations. Of the 'western'populations,
Ht, LR and El vary most in morphology in the directionof the 'eastern' populations. The floristics indicate that
Ht and El occuron the driest of the 'western'sites, which could explain their deviation toward the 'eastern'morpho
However, such deviation is not apparent in the only other 'western'populationnot occurringon a waterloggedsite
(CH) and the other 'western'populationwhichdeviatestowardthe 'eastern' morph(LR ) occurson a poorly drained
site (Fig. 5.1).
The ordinationdistancesbetween sites in Fig. 5.1 suggests that the compositionalchange associated with nearly
50 Ian of geographical and climatic variationmay be only marginally greater that that resultingfrom localized
microhabitatvariationin drainageand exposure. Furthermore, the ordinationsuggests muchgreater floristic
variationamongst 'eastern' than 'western'populations of E. cordata. This accords with the greater pheneticand
geneticdifferentiation amongst 'eastern'standsand suggestsmuchgreater environmental heterogeneity amongst the
more geographically wide-spread 'eastern'populations of E. cordata. The populationswith the 'eastern'
morphology occupyecological habitats rangingfrom exposed,droughtprone coastal to higher altitude
waterlogged sites. However,while there is considerable floristicdifferentiation between these sites,once the
differencebetween'eastern'and 'western'populations has been removed,only a very small proportion of the
residualmorphological variability in the speciescan be directlyrelated to variation in an environmental gradient.
For example, it is not until the fifth PeA axis of the total analysis (e.g Section 4.3) that morphological
variabilitywas detectedwithin the 'eastern'populations whichcould be associated with increasingexposure to the
coastalenvironment (i.e the differencebetweenthe dry coastaland dry sclerophyll floristic groups),and even then
this variationonly.accounted for 3.6% of the total morphological differentiation.
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Figure 5.1 NMDS floristic ordination of E. cordata sites.
The glyphs in b correspond to the drainage index score.
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Figure 5.2 Twinspan classification of sites of E. cordata
Indicator species are indicated for each dichotomy. The geographical distribution
of the 4 groups indicated is plotted in Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 5.3 Relationship between phenetic and noristic variation amongst populations of
E. cordata.
(a) PCl (Fig. 4.7) filled into the 2 dimensional NMDS floristic space. Floristically derived (b) climatic
(CLIMPCl- Table 2.2) and (c) drainage gradients fitted into the 6 dimensional phenetic space (Fig. 4.7).
Vectors were fitted using rotational correlation analysis. Regression lines and equations and correlation
coefficients for each m01]Jh are indicated.
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Table 5.1 Species and stand classification as derived from TWINSPAN.
Indicator species are in bold lettering.
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Chapter 6 Taxonomic treatment of E. cordata
6.1 Introduction
Analyses indicatethat populationscurrenty includedwithinE. cordata form two pheneticgroups that are more or
less geographically concordant,beingcomprisedof populations with predominantlywesternand eastern
distributions, and differing in habitat characteristics. The discretenessof the two major morphswithinE. cordata
is examir.ed in this chapter and the majorcharactersdiscriminating the morphs are determined. A taxonomic
revisionof E. cordata is proposed with the recognition of two subspecies. The degree of differentiation amongst
populationsof E. cordata is also comparedwith the variationamongstand within closely related species. The
. affinitiesand evolutionof the two subspeciesof E. cordata are addressed.
6.2 Mornhological differentiation
Individualswere initially assignedas 'eastern'or 'western' morphson the basis of the populationclassification in
Fig. 4.8. The differencebetween the two morphs was thenexamined using univariateANOVA and discriminant
function analysis. The discriminantanalyseswere used to-
(I) examine the differentiationand continuitybetweenmorphsat the individual level
(2) determinethe smallest set of charactersnecessaryto optimally differentiatemorphs
and
(3) providea re-classification basedon individual(as opposedto population)phenotype.
For each morph, the univariatemeansand 95% confidence limits for all seedlingand adult characters are indicated
in Table 6.1. As expected from the populationanalyses, the two morphs are highly significantlydifferent on the
majorityof characters. Seedlingsof the two morphsdiffer (P<O.05) in all characters except GLAUC,CREN,
OILGL5,ANTHcot,APEXIO and NODESand adults differ in all characters exceptLWP/LL, APEXand PEDI.
. The differentiation of the two morphsis summarized by the discriminant functionsand ideograms indicatedFig.
6.1. The morphsare clearly differentiated using the full adult and seedling charactersets (Fig. 6.1 a and c). In each
case stem shape is the main discriminating character,althoughcharacters relating to capsule size (i.e.
CAPL,RIMW and VPS) are also highly weightedin the adult analysis. There are several intermediatepopulatious
(EI,Ht and LR) and, at the individual level, thereare also intermediatephenotypes. However, while there is
continuousphenotypicvariationalong all discriminantfunctions, intermediatephenotypesare relativelyrare and
there is only minor overlap of the two groups at the individual level. Even when the main discriminatingvariable,
stem shape (STSHAPE), is excluded and the two morphsare comparedon the basis of leaf and capsuledimensions
alone (Fig. 6.lb), they are still significantlydifferentand there is still relatively little overlap of the distributions.
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Thereis goodcongruence between thepopulation and individual classifications, and individuals can be relatively
accurately classified into morphsbasedon population locality alone. Usingall characters, the level of mis-
classifaction is only 3.2% in the adult population (Table6.2 -la) and 0.5% in the seedlingpopulation (Table6.2-
2a). The mis-classification in each case is virtually confmed to individuals from the intermediate populations EI,
Ht and LR (Table6.3). Thesepopulations are variable for stemshapealthough mis-allocated individuals were
generally intermediate in phenotype. A lowpercentage of individuals in each population haveroundor
intermediate stemshapes and thusclassifying as the 'eastern' morph whereasthe majority of individuals classify as
the 'western'morph on thischaracteristic (Table6.3). Theseparation of either adultsor seedlings when only
dimensional data is utilized(Morph- Table6.3) is not as discrete, although the level of mis-classification is still
relatively low (e.g. adult 8.0% Table 6.2 -Ib; seedlings 13.8% Table 6.3 - 2b).
Step-down discriminant analyses indicate thatoptimaldifferentiation of the two morphs of E. cordata is possible
withonly a small sub-setof characters (Table6.2). Capsule length(CAPL), distance from the rim to maximum
widthof the capsule (P1MW) and stemshape(STSHAPE) all contribute significantly to differentiate adultsof
each morph (Table6.2-la), although stemshape(STSHAPE - Table6.2) is the prime discriminating
characteristic. Usingonly thesesubsetsof characters the changein the levelof mis-classification from using the
full data set is virtually negligible (Table6.2). There is alsogoodassociation between stem shapeand other
morphological differences at the individual level. Ninety-two percentof adultswereclassified as the samemorph
usingeitherstemshapeor leaf and capsule dimensions. In a comparable classification, 97%of seedlings were
classifiedas the samemorph; all seedlings from the 'western' populations were similarly classified, but 5% of the
round-stemmed seedlings wereclassified as the 'western' morph using seedlingleafandform dimensions (i.e,
Table6.2 - 2b).Only4.7%of angularstemmedadultshad the leaf and capsulemorphology of the 'eastern' morph
whereas 10.8% of roundstemmed adults weremis-classified, Thelatteratypical combinations of a round stem
shapewith therelatively large leavesand capsules of the 'western' morph mainlyoccur in 'eastern' populations on
the wettersites (e.g, CP, SM, HC and BC - Table6.3; Fig. 5.1). Theseatypical charactercombinations also
occur in theseedling classification (Table6.3)andare indicative of convergence toward the 'western' morph which
occursalongthe drainage gradient (seeSection 5.4).
6.3 Taxonomic affinities and evolution
Populations of E. cordata and closelyrelated species areclassified on the basisof theirseedling phenotype in Fig.
6.2. Thereis a reasonable agreement between the taxonomic and phenetic classification. The 'western'
populations of E. cordata group together and populations are classified into taxonomic groups in the majority of
cases (e.g.E. gunnii, 'eastern' cordata and E. glaucescens; E. urnigera is an exception). However, in boththe
averagelinkage (Fig. 6.2) and singlelinkage dendrograms, mostof the 'eastern' populations are linkedwith the
populations of E. gunnii, E. urnigera and E. morrisbyi beforethey link with the 'western' E. cordata populations.
Thedegree of differentiation in seedling characteristics within E. cordata is thusrelatively largewhen compared to
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the differenceamongstand withinother closelyrelatedTasmanian species. However, this high level of
differentiation in the seedlingphenotype is not unique to the E. cordata populations and is comparablewith, for
example,the degree of differentiation between green and glaucousmorphsof E. urnigera (e.g. HB versusATand
WM - Fig. 6.2).
Thus in seedling morphology the 'eastern'morphof E. cordata has closeraffinities to other species in the
SubseriesCordatinae than it does to the 'western'morphand it is most similar to glaucousforms of species such
as E. gunnii, E. urnigera and E. morrisbyi (Fig. 6.3). This similarity is directly attributable to stem shape; the
stem shapeof the 'western'morph is not found in any of the other speciesin the Cordatinae, where the species
have round, or at most slightlyangular, stems. Within the seriesViminales, similar markedlyquadrangular stems
with costaare otherwiseconfinedto thesubseriesNeglectinae and Globulinae. The populations currently included
withinE. cordata could thus be polyphyletic, with the 'western'populations beingderivedby neoteny from the
Globulinae. In fact, Jackson(1965)places E. cordata with the blue gum group and Sharma's(1974)
classification of theTasmanian eucalyptsusinganthocyanin, peroxidase and other proteindata, places E. cordata
closer to E. globulus than the Tasmanian Cordatinae species. However, thereare several taxonomic anomalies in
her classificationand samplesizes and localitiesare not given. The 'western'morphclearlydeviates in the
direction of the Globulinae (e.g, E. globulus), but this is not marked (e.g, Fig. 6.3) and is mainly attributable to
stem shape. The larger leaves and capsulesof the 'western'morphalso representsvariationin the direction of E.
globulus. However, the juvenile leaf shape of the species in the Superspecies Globulus (e.g, E. globulus), while
superficiallysimilar, is significantly differentfrom ihe juvenile leaf of the 'western'morphand the capsule and
bud morphologies are distinctlydifferent(e.g. Fig. 4.3 - capsules).
The 'western'morphhas closer morphological affinities to the Cordaiinae than the Globulinae species (e.g. E.
globulus Fig. 6.3), and when stem shape is not considered, it is morphologically continuouswith the 'eastern'
morpho While there are subtle shape differences (e.g. Figs. 4.3 and 6.1), the weightings. of leaf and capsule
charactersin the discriminantfunctions (Table6.2 lb) are all positive indicatingthat the morphsare mainly
separatedon the size of the lamina and capsule (e.g. Figs. 4.3 and 6.1). The morphological continuity and the
existenceof several populations whichare "polymorphic" for stem shape wouldstronglysuggest that the 'eastern'
and western' morphsare sister taxa. Furthermore, several linesof evidencesuggest that the 'western'morph was
derivedfrom ancestralpopulationsof the 'eastern'morphand not viceversa. Firstly, the 'eastern'morph has
closer affmities to other near relatives in the Cordatinae. All other speciesin this subserieshave round stems
whichsuggests that this is the ancestral conditionin E. cordata. Secondly, the 'eastern'morphhas a much broader
geographical distribution (Fig.3.3) and exhibitsmuchgreaterdivergence betweenpopulations than the 'western'
morph(Chapter4). Thirdly,the small size and suppressed and scatterednatureof manystands of the 'eastern'
populationsare indicative of a relict distribution pattern. An identical set of population characteristicshas been
detailedfor E. caesiain WesternAustralia (Hopperet al. 1984; Hopperet al. 1983; Moran and Hopper 1983;
Hopperand Burgman1983)and wouldalso apply to the E. risdonii- tenuiramis complexin Tasmania. These
speciesall have a similar insulardistribution pattern,and in both E. caesia and E. cordata evolutionappears to be
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in the direction of increasing sizeof reproductive and vegetative organs. In each species, newsubspecies appearto
haveevolved in a restricted portion of therangeof a morewidespread and variable ancestral form; suggesting that
localdifferentiation in, and expansion from, smallaIlopatric populations maybe a common modeof speciation in
the genus.
Quadrangular stems with costaoccur in all sections of the Sympkyomyrtus, with the possibleexceptionof the
Adnataria. Speciesdiffering markedly in stemcharacteristics occur in manyseries(e.g. SEC, SIP, SIT, SIV,
SLE, SU, SLO, SNE, SP! ; codes follow Pryorand Johnson 1971)and even in the same superspecies (e.g,
Tereticornis, Pyriformis, Dumosa, Clelandii, Merrickiae, Griffithsii and Tereticornis), which would suggest that
in an evolutionary sensestem characteristics are relatively mobile. While the stem shapeof the 'western'morphis
unique in the Cordatinae and is not found in the thecloselyrelatedViminalinae, similarity with the Globulinae
speciesmay be a result of partallelevolution. For example, it is possiblethat this stem shapemay be of adaptive
valuefor the mechanical supportof largejuvenileleaves. Nevertheless, it is also possible that this stem
characteristic was initially derived through ancient introgression of genesfrom a Globulinae species or ancestor.
E. globulus and E. cordata growin closegeographical proximity in southern Tasmania and whileit is rarely
associated with 'western'populations, it occurswithmanyof the 'eastern'populations (Fig.3.6). The two species
havebeenartificially hybridised yielding a vigorous F2 (Chapter7) and, whilecurrently rare,putativenatural
hybrids were locatedduring thissurvey(Chapter 7). An hypothesis of introgressive hybridisation is not
inconsistent with the proposed taxonomic treatment of E. cordata, but further workis required to test these
alternative hypotheses.
6.4 Taxonomic status
With significant genetic,habitat and distributional differences between populations dominanted by either morph,
coupled withthe relativerarityof intermediate phenotypes and populations, separate taxonomic treatment of these
twomajormorphs of E. cordata is clearly warranted. Thesemorphs are mainly differentiated on stem shape,but
alsodiffer in other morphological andgrowth differences (seeFig. 6.1). Theadultand seedling morphology of the
twomorphs are relatively discrete and theassociation between differences in morphology and stem shape is
relatively consistentbothat thepopulation and individnallevel. The levelof differentiation between these morphs
is taxonomically significant and the degree of continuity is minorwhencompared to that frequently encountered,
andcurrently taxonomically acceptable at both the specific andsubspecific levelwithin the genus(e.g. see Pryor
andJohnson 1971;Phillipsand Reid 1980; Bramwells and Whiffin 1984;Pottsand Reid 1985b). A taxonomic
revision of E. cordata is thus proposed with therecognition of a new subspecies. The morphology of the holotype
and isotypes of E. cordata (e.g.Fig. 6.4and 6.5)andsamples collectedfrom the typelocality clearlymatchthe
'eastern' morph; the meanof theirdiscriminant scoreslyingclose to the grandmeanfor the 'eastern' morph (Fig.
6.1). The 'eastern' morph therefore corresponds to E. cordata as originally described by Labillardiere (1806) and is
thusby taxonomic convention E. cordata subsp. cordata. The angularstemmed 'western' morph thusrequires
formal taxonomic description as a newsubspecies.
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Table 6.1 Character means and 95 percent confidence intervals of samples of
'eastern' and 'western' morphs.
TheF values andprobabilities forthedifference between morphs areindicated ('western' -seedling N=114 adult
N=85; 'eastern' seedling N=76 adult N=102). Character codes aredetailed inTables 2.3 and2.5 and where
necessary values have been back-transformed.
(NS = not significant; P > 0.05; '" P < 0.05; ** P < 0.01; "''''''' P < 0.001).
'eastern' morph 'western' morph
Lower mean Upper Lower mean Upper FVALUE PROBABILITY
limit limit limit limit
SEEDJ.ING CHARACTERS
COTPET 1.0 2.3 3.5 1.2 2.5 3.7 7.2 ..
COTL 16 2.5 3.5 1.9 3.1 4.4 51.1 •••
COTAP -0.1 0.3 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.7 17.4 •••
1.1.2 12.1 21.3 30.5 14.7 24.4 34.1 16.8 •••
LWl 4.7 10.4 16.0 5.9 11.7 17.6 8.0 ..
1.1.5 18.9 32.8 46.7 24.6 38.1 51.5 29.8 •••
LW5 13.7 26.4 39.2 17.9 29.7 41.4 13.6 •••
BASES -0.1 1.0 3.4 0 1.3 4.3 5.8 •
1.1.10 Z2 36.2 50.4 28.3 45.7 63.2 66.5 •••
LWI0 17.9 32.7 47.5 26.9 41.1 55.3 56.5 •••
BASEI0 0.2 1.7 53 0.7 2.7 7.0 22.1 •••
APEX10 0 0.2 0.5 0 0.1 0.3 1.9 NS
HI 17.6 29.3 41.1 20.7 33.4 46.1 12.7 •••
NqDES 5.8 8.5 U.6 6.6 8.7 11.2 0.0 NS
RUGOSE 1.1 2.9 '4.8 0.9 1.8 2.8 120.8 •••
STSHAPE -0.7 0.7 2.0 2.4 3.6 4.7 1036 •••
GLAUC 2.9 3.8 4.4 3.4 3.9 4.4 3.5 NS
ANTHSTEM -0.5 0.3 2.0 -0.3 0.5 2.3 5.4 •
CREN 0.1 1.3 2.6 0.4 1.5 2.6 3.6 NS
INTERIO 15.6 37.6 59.5 25.4 44.3 63.2 19.6 •••
ANTHCar -0.4 1.3 2.9 -0.1 1.3 2.8 0.3 NS
OILGLS -0.4 0.9 2.2 -0.6 0.9 2.4 0.4 NS
OILGLlO 0.2 2.1 4.0 0.8 2.4 4.0 4.9 •
COTW 4.3 6.6 8.9 5.4 7.9 10.3 48.6 •••
PROPLAT 0.0 0.1 0.6 0.0 0.1 0.6 1.2 NS
LWP/LLIO 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.4 5.4 •
ADULT CHARACTERS
1.1. 29.9 46.9 73.6 44.1 68.7 107 1323 •••
LW 28.9 44.6 68.7 43.3 59.4 81.5 102.6 •••
LWP/LL 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.5 2.0 NS
BASE 1.0 3.1 7.6 2.3 5.0 10.0 53.7 •••
APEX -0.3 0.5 2.0 -0.2 0.5 1.9 0.3 NS
PEDU 3.1 5.7 10.0 3.8 6.7 U.5 15.0 •••
CAPL 7.51 9.2 11.2 9.2 U.5 14.4 213.6 •••
PEDI -0.3 0.2 0.8 -0.4 0.2 1.3 0.5 NS
RIMW 6.8 8.8 U.5 8.8 11.1 14.0 151.2 •••
MAXW 8.0 9.8 12.0 9.9 12.2 15.2 205.8 •••
PTMW 1.5 2.7 4.0 1.5 3.3 5.2 26.5 •••
DISK 0.7 1.8 2.9 1.U 2.4 3.6 40.6 •••
VSZ 0.9 2.3 3.6 1.8 3.0 4.2 64.9 •••
VPS 0.7 1.8 2.8 0.9 1.9 3.0 6.8 •
GLAUC 3.4 3.9 4.5 3.8 4.0 4.2 5.5 •
STSHAPE -0.4 0.1 0.56 1.0 3.2 5.3 785.5 •••
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Table 6.2 Classification functions and standardized discriminant function
coefficients.
For classification of individuals, the transformed character values (see Tables 2.3 or 2.5) are substituted into the
classification functions for each morph and a case is assigned to the morph for which the function yields the highest
value. Individuals from PR and HF were excluded from the initial analysis but in virtually all cases classified with
the 'eastern' form (see Table 6.4).
1. Adult analyses
(a) step-down from all adult characters
(identical classification results were obtained using all variables)
Classification functions Discriminant
Eastern Western Function
CAPL
PTMW
STSHAPE
(CONSTANT)
550.5
-11.5
-1.0
-249.9
600.4
-12.9
4.4
-305.0
0.50
-0.23
0.89
Population Predicted group membership
grouping
Eastern 100% 0%
Western 7% 93%
PERCENT OF "GROUPED" CASES CORRECTLY CLASSIFIED = 96.8%
(b) step-down from adult leaf and capsule dimensions
Classification functions Discriminant
Eastern Western Function
LL 130.4 142.1 0.41
BASE 10.3 16.2 0.31
CAPL 240.2 270.6 0.50
MAXW 261.7 281.6 0.33
(CONSTANT) -358.1 -434.4
Population Predicted group membership
grouping
Eastern 92% 8%
Western 8% 92%
PERCENT OF "GROUPED" CASES CORRECTLY CLASSIFIED: 92.0%
(c) Stem shape alone
Classification functions
Eastern Western
STSHAPE
(CONSTANT)
0.1
-0.7
5.6
-9.5
Population Predicted group membership
grouping
Eastern 100% 0%
Western 9% 91%
PERCENT OF "GROUPED" CASES CORRECTLY CLASSIFIED: 96.0%
continued
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2. Seedling analyses
(a) all seedling characters
Population Predicted group membership
grouping
Eastern 100% 0%
Western 1% 99%
PERCENT OF "GROUPED" CASES CORRECTLY CLASSlF1ED = 99.5%
(b) seedling leaf and form dimensions only
Population Predicted group membership
grouping
Eastern 88% 12%
Western 15% 85%
PERCENT OF "GROUPED" CASES CORRECTI..Y CLASSlF1ED = 86.2%
(c) step-down from all seedling characters (excluding NODES and HT)
Classification functions Discriminant
Eastern Western Function
RUGOSE
STSHAPE
(CONSTANT)
5.90
1.66
-10.1
3.48
9.50
-20.95
-0.34
0.95
Population Predicted group membership
grouping
Eastern 99% 1%
Western 1% 99%
PERCENT OF "GROUPED" CASES CORRECTI..Y CLASSlF1ED = 99.1%
(d) Stem shape alone
Classification functions
Eastern Western
STSHAPE 1.8 9.6
(CONSTANT) -1.3 -17.9
Population
grouping Predicted group membership
Eastern 99% 1%
Western 4% 96%
PERCENT OF "GROUPED" CASES CORRECTI..Y CLASSIFIED: 97.1%
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Table 6.3 Percentage of individuals in each population classified as the
'eastern' morpho
Adults andseedlings were classified using discriminant scores derived from step-down analyses of the total (Total)
and morphological (Morph - excluding STSHAPE, RUGOSE and GLAUC) data sets and stem shape alone
(STSHAPE). Three isotypes ofE. cordata from theParis herbarium have also been included.
----------------------Percentage 'Eastern' morph-••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Population ··········Al[)1JI.T••••••••• ···········SEE[)UNG······
classification
Total Morph STSHAlPE Total Morph STSHAlPE
Pt 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
PI 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
PR 100 100 100 100 90 50 100
HF 100 100 100 100 86 43 100
BT 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
BC 100 100 90 100 100 83 100
HC 100 100 80 100 100 60 100
QE 100 100 100 100 100 83 100
SM 100 100 67 100 100 78 100
CP 100 100 90 100 100 64 100
Be 100 100 86 100 100 100 100
TA 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Pe 100 100 100 100
Isotypes 100 100 100 100
(P)
E1 0 10 10 20 0 10 30
SP 0 0 0 0 0 7 0
FH 0 0 0 0 0 8 0
Ht 0 20 40 30 10 70 10
In 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
LR 0 30 10 30 0 33 11
i
CH 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ML 0 0 0 0 0 12 0
Mo 0 0 10 0 0 15 0
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Figure 6.1 Differentiation of morphs within E. cordata.
The distributions of individualsalong discriminantfunctions separatingthe two morphsof E.cordata are indicated. Discriminant functions
werederived fromanalysis of (a) all adult characters,(h) onlyadult leaf and capsule dimensions(c) all seedlingcharactersand (d) seedlingfonn
and leaf dimensionsonly. Individualswere grouped into morphs basedon the populationclassification in Fig. 4.8. Typical stems (and cross-
section;neitherto scale). capsules, buds and adult and seedlingleaves of each morph are shown. The mean discriminantscore of each morph,
the typepopulation(Pe) and 3 isotypes fromthe Paris Herbarium are indicaledin (a).
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Figure 6.2. Average linkage dendrogram of populations of E. cordata (C), E.
gunnii(G or A), E. urnigera (U), E. morrisbyi (M) and E. glaucescens (GI).
The dissimilarity measure was the Mahalanobis' distance calculated for the total suite of
seedling characaters (see Table 2.5). Population codes are detailed in Table 2.4.
Rescaled Fusion level
Population 0 5 10 15 20 25
+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+
C-SP -+-------+
C-FH -+ I
C-Hl -+---+ +---+
C-CH -+ +-+ I I
C-ML -----+ +-+ +-+
C-Mo -------+ I I
C-Ht -----+-------+ +-----------------+
C-LR -----+ I +-------+
C-El ---------------+ I I
U-HB ---------------------------------+ I
A-PB -------------+---+ I
A-P3 -------------+ +---------+ I
G-SH -----------------+ I I
U-AT ---------+-----+ +---+ I
U-WM ---------+ +---+ I I I
G-SL ---------------+ I I I I
G-MV -------+---+ +-------+ I I
G-MA -------+ +-------+ I I
G-LH -------+-+ I I I +-------+
G-SP -------+ +-+ I I I
G-AT ---------+ I I I
M-CH -------------------+ I . I
C-pt -------------+-+ I I
C-QE -------------+ +---+ +-------+ I
C-CP ---------------+ I I I I
C-BC ---------+-----+ I I I I
C-Bu ---------+ I +-+ I I I
C-BT ---------+-+ +---+ I I I I
C-SM ---------+ +-+ I I I I I I
U-MW -----------+ +-+ I +-+ I I I I
C-Bc -------------+ I I I I +-+ I
C-TA -------------------+ I +-----+ I I
C-HC ---------------------+ I I I I
C-Pl -----------------------+ +-+ I
C-PR -----------+-----------+ I I
C-HF -----------+ +-----+ I
?-MT -----------------------+ I I
G-SV ---------------------------------------+ I
Gl-B -------------+-+ I
Gl-S -------------+ +-----------+ I
Gl-G ---------------+ +---------------------+
Gl-T ---------------------------+
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Figure 6.3 Average linkage dendrogram (a) and ordination of taxa on the first
two discriminant functions derived from analysis of seedling characters.
( a )
CAS E
Label Seq
GUN 4
GL-URN 6
E-CORD 2
MOR 5
DAL 7
GR-URN 1
W-CORD 3
VIM 8
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BROOK 11
GLOB 9
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Figure 6.4 E. cordata as figured by Labillardiere in Novae
Hollandiae Plantarum Specimum in 1806.
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Chapter 7 Conservation status and recommendations
7.1 Introduction
For effectivespecies conservation, the importance of in situ preservation of viable populations across the full
ecological and genetic rangeof a species is wellrecognized (Halloran 1985; Frankel 1982; Moranand Hopper
1983, 1987; Hopperet al. 1982; Namkoong 1984). Of primeconcern is the maintenanceof the maximum
amount of geneticdiversity (e.g. Hopperet al. 1982; Halloran 1985; Moranand Hopper 1987)and populations of
sufficientsize to ensure not only the preservation of short-term fitness, but long-term evolutionary flexibility
(Frankel 1982;Frankeland Soule 1981;Giplin and Soule 1986; Ledig 1986; Burgmanet al. 1988). Where
possible, natural ecological processes should be maintained and human interference minimized (Halloran 1985).
Theconservation status of E. cordata is assessed inrelation to these considerations. Thepresent chapter assesses
thedegreeof disturbance, reservation statusandsizeof populations of E. cordata in relation to the phenetic and
ecological diversity w~thin the species. Controlled environment studies indicate that a large geneticcomponent
underlies the phenetic variability amongst adults in natural populations of the species. Basedon the resultsin
chapters4 and 5, the phenetic and ecological diversity withinthespecieswasbroadlysummarized by the two-way
classificationof populations indicated in Fig. 7.1. The integration of ecological diversity into a two-way
classification has the potential to allow additional geneticdiversity associated with, for example,physiological
adaptations,to be captured. It is also possible to identify,and preserve,atypical phenotype/environment
combinations. In addition, the long-term potential for the maintenance of genetic variability is enhancedby the
preservation of theextantgeneticvariability acrossas widea rangeof differing environments as practical. This
follows from Narnkoong's (1984)recommendation to manage population units to encourageincreased genetic
diversity. While thisstrategyhas particularrelevance forex situ geneconservation of high valuespecies, indirect
geneticmanagement by ecological means has beensuggested for in situ conservation of lowervalue species.
7.2 Disturbance
The majority(70 %) of the populations of E. cordata are relatively free of humandisturbance (Fig.7.1).
However,disturbance increases with increasing proximity to Hobartand nearlyfifty percentof the 'western'
populations havebeen markedly disturbed(Fig. 7.2), mainlydue to land clearingor road works. In contrast,
eighty-twopercentof the 'eastern' populations are relatively undisturbed with only populations at BreamCreek
(BC) and on Chimney Pot Hill (CP and CP2) beingmarkedly disturbed. Landclearing has probably reduced the
size of populations at the baseof the Herringback Range (HI), Lc-IieRoad (photo - Appendix2), Moogara
(Photo - Appendix 2), Mt.LIyod(photo - Appendix 2) and possibly Electrona(E1), Bett's Road (Be) and Bream
Creek (BC). In six of thesecases, contiguous landhas beenclearedforagricultural purposeswhereas the Moogara
population is on theedge of an A.N.M.Pinus radiataplantation. The trees are in a small patch around which the
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Figure 7.1 Summary of the ecological and phenetic diversily and conservation status of
populations of E. cordata.
Populations are classified into phenetic and ecological groups on the basis of the phenetic and floristic
classifications in chapters 4 and 5 respectively. The degree of disturbance. reservation status and estimates of the
effective population size at the time are indicated. Sites not included in analyses (plain text) have been classified
on the basis of stem shape and using indicator species from the TWINSPAN classification (Fig. 5.2). Estimates
of the number of breeding individuals in each population at the time of sampling are indicated (estimates of total
population sizes are given in Table 2.1) and subscripts indicate: 1 relatively undisturbed 2 located on crown land
or in state forest (Mo = A.N.M seed reserve) 3 state, flora or game reserve.
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surrounding native forest has been completely cleared and which is virtually surrounded by plantation. However,
in the immediate vicinity of this patch considerable seedling regeneration of E. cordata has occurred in areas
planted with Pinus radiata. While further investigation is necessary, it is possible that the population of E.
cordata independently collected by Brett and Redway from Brown Mountain near Port Arthur, and which could not
be re-Iocated during this survey, may have been lost through land clearing. Minor disturbance of populations at
Snug Plains, Pony Bottom Creek, Hospital Creek and Square Mountain has occurred through the construction of
vehicle tracks and some of the E. cordata near the trig site on the summit of Hellfire Bluff has been slashed to
provide a sight-line.
Forty-five percent of populations (Pt, PI, PR, QE, SM, El, CP, CH, CH2, CH3, SR, Pe and PB) had been
recently burnt when sampled. In most cases, only patches of the population had been burnt and reproductively
mature individuals could usually be located. However, all reproductively mature stems had been killed in several
of the populations, resulting in the population being comprised solely of young, immature lignotuberous shoots
at the time of sampling (e.g. Cf12, CH3, SR). The invasion of stands by introduced species has not been marked
and even in sites adjacent to agricultural development, invasion has been minimal and confined to the periphery.
Figure 7.2 The disturbance class of populations of E. cordata.
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7.3 Reservation status
Fifty percent of the E. cordata populations occur on private land; the rest occur in State Reserves or on Crown
Land (Fig. 7. I). The 'eastern' populations are well reserved, and at least some populations in each of the three
major habitat categories (Fig. 7.1) are either secure in State Reserves or occur on crown land and can be readily
protected in management plans. Four of the six populations occurring in drought stressed coastal habitats and
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including the largest stands of the 'eastern' form (perpendicular Mountain, Cape Queen Elizabeth) and the type
locality (Penguin Island) are undisturbed and secure in State Reserves. However, populations of the 'eastern'
morph occurring on relatively waterlogged sites are the least well preserved, although the two larger populations
which occur on Chimney Pot Hill and Brown Mountain are on crown land. The population on Square Mountain
is within 500m of State forest.
In contrast to the 'eastern' form, populations of the 'western' morph are poorly reserved. None of the populations
are currently secure in State Reserves. However, the main stronghold of the 'western' form occurs in State forest
at Snug Plains (SP and PH) and a proposal for the reservation of E. cordata within a land management plan for the
area is currently being considered. While the population at Moogara occurs on private land owned by Australian
Newsprint Mills (A.N.M.), the importance of the site is recognized and the population is preserved as a "seed
reserve". The three 'western' populations which deviate toward the 'eastern' morph (Ht, El and LR) occur on
private land. These populations are of scientific interest as they may provide the evolutionary link between
'eastern' and 'western' morphs. The rugged topography is likely to result in little disturbance of the population on
the summit of Herringback Range (Ht) in the immediate future. However, the lowland populations of the
'western' morph at Electrona (El) and Leslie Road (LR) are not secure, and a house has been recently built within a
100m of the latter population. While the three populations on Combes Hill (CH, CH2 and CH3) occur on
private land, they occur in relatively undisturbed forest away from areas of development and they are under no
immediate threat.
7.4 Genetic considerations
Conservation of a species such as E. cordata with an insular population structure is dependent on the viabililty of
its component populations. Both the short-term fitness and the long-term evolutionary potential of isolated
populations is believed to depend to a large extent on the maintenance of sufficient genetic diversity within
populations, which is a function of the effective population size. The effective, or breeding, population size is
the actual population size modified by factors such as the breeding system, population structure and gene flow
(Franklin 1980; Frankel and Soule 1981; Frankel 1982; Burgman et al. 1988). Short-term fitness is believed to
depend on avoiding the deleterious effects of inbreeding arising through the loss of heterozygosity. With
decreasing population size and increasing inbreeding, selection is unable to prevent the fixation of deleterious
recessive alleles through genetic drift. The maintenance of heterozygosity is important as fitness within and
between populations is often correlated with heterozygosity (Frankel and Soule 1981; Ledig 1986), although to
date quite variable results have beeen obtained for forest tree genera (e.g. Ledig et al. 1983; Ledig 1986). Long-
term evolutionary flexibility is believed to depend on maintaining sufficient genetic variability in the population,
and relatively large population sizes are required for the loss of genetic variability through drift to be counter-
balanced by the gain from mutation.
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7.4.1 Generation time
Brown and Moran(1981)assumethat the timescale for concern forforestspecies is of theorderof 100
generations, although Frankel and Soule(1981)suggests 1000years. In eucalypts such as E. cordata in which
individuals are mainlyof the malleehabit,it is difficult to estimate the age of individuals and determinethe
generation time. Individuals usually arecomprised of numerous lignotuberous stems from a lignotuber and while
stems may be aged, it is virtually impossible to accurately estimatethe age of the lignotuber. In E. cordata many
of the lignotubers wereover one metrediameter suggesting greatantiquity. Central woodsamples from large
lignotubers of other species (less than 2m diameter) have beendatedyounger than200 years (Wellington et al.
1979). Nevertheless, the individuals are probably mucholder(seeLacey 1983; Noble 1982) and wood samples
takenfrom a lignotuber of the closelyrelatedspecies,E. gunnii, on Snug Plainshave beendated upto 540 years
(Headand Lacey 1988 - theirspecimen is erroneously citedas E. coccifera).Moran and Hopper (1983) suggestthe
generation timeof the malleeE. caesia maybe severalhundred or evena thousand years. Largeclumps(up to
15macross)of the mallee,E. pendens, with identical genotype havealso beenreported suggestinga singleclonal
individual of greatage (Moran and Hopper 1987).
Estimates of the time for generation replacement are further complicated byoverlapping generations as is the case
in E. cordataand mosteucalyptspecies. Speciessuchas E. regoonswith non-overlapping generations appear to
be the exceptionin the genus. Suchspecies tend to be confinedto the wetterforests (mixed or wet sclerophyll)
and regenerate from seed released following intense wildfire which completely kills theadult stand. The frequency
distribution of fire intervals. and hence thegeneration timeof theseeucalyptspecies. is estimated byJackson
(1968) assuming a meanof 100(wetsclerophyll) to 200 (mixed forest) years. Over-lapping generations would
tend to increasethe levelof inbreeding (Frankel and Soule 1981) thus necessitating a largeractualpopulation size
to compensate(Frankel 1982).
7.4.2 Population size
Basedon empiricalanimalbreeding results, an effective population size of 50 is considered the minimum to
counteractthe short-term effectsof inbreeding (Frankel and Soule 1981), and Namkoong (1984) suggests that for
many plant species the minimum is between 20 and 50. Brownand Moran(1981)have shown thata population
size of 70 wouldbe theoretically sufficient to maintain half the heterozygosity underneutrality over 100
generations. A muchlargerpopulation size is necessary to ensure long-term evolutionary adaptibility. Several
authors suggest a minimum population size of 500 is necessary to maintain a long term viable population
(Franklin 1980;Frankel and Soule 1981),and for forest treesNamkoong (1984) suggests a rangefrom a few
hundred to a few thousand trees is sufficient.
Thereare clearlydifficulties in readily defining effectivepopulation sizes in natural populations (cf. the numberof
reproductively mature individuals) and therelevance of theseoften quoted figures to the realworldhas been
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questioned (e.g. Moran and Hopper 1987 and Burgman et al. 1988). Nevertheless, there is little doubt that the
predominantly outbreeding eucalypts (see Moran and Bell 1983) maintain relatively high genetic loads of
deleterious recessive alleles. While the outcrossing rate of E. cordata is unknown, plants have been successfully
obtained following selfing of E. cordata (Cauvin et al, 1987), although the yield was only one fifth the yield
following open pollination. Marked inbreeding depression in seed set, germination, growth and survival have
been reported in closely related species and these effects are often manifest very early in the life cycle (e.g. Potts el
al. 1988; Potts and Cauvin 1988). However, it is possible that high genetic loads of deleterious genes can be
maintained in small eucalypt populations at little cost if the effects of inbreeding occur in early stages of the life
cycle (see also Ledig 1986). This would be particularly relevant in genera such as Eucalytpuswhere density-
dependent selection is believed to be important (Barber 1965; Ledig 1986) and the deleterious effects could be
further buffered with differential maternal resource-allocation (e.g. Griffin et al. 1987).
In general, the mean level of genetic diversity within populations is lower in eucalypt species distributed as small
disjunct populations than wide spread.more continuously;distributed species (see data in Brown and Moran 1981;
Fripp 1982 and Moran and Hopper 1987). Nevertheless, within the eucalypt species no relationship between
population size and genetic diversity or heterozygosity has been demonstrated to date (Moran and Hopper 1983;
Moran and Hopper 1987). In fact small marginal or peripherally isolated populations of forest-tree genera are
often found to exhibit levels of variability comparable with large, central populations (Potts and Reid 1985b;
Moran and Hopper 1987). Moran and Hopper (1987) suggest that species may have intrinsic levels of genetic
diversity determined more by long-term evolutionary history than recent phenomena such as the current
population size. This is exemplified by the marked difference in the phenetic variability between eastern and
western peripheral isolates of the Tasmanian endemic E. gunnii (potts and Reid 1985b). This trend was believed
to be associated with a reduction of variability in fonnder populations in areas colonized since deglaciation in the
west and a concentration of variability in many low altitude relict populations in the east. The high variability in
many of the relict populations of the species was believed to be at least partly a result of interspecific
hybridisation with surrounding species. Accordingly, Moran and Hopper (1987) consider that the success of
conservation strategies may ultimately depend on the relative roles of selection, genetic drift and gene flow in
determining genetic diversity patterns.
Estimates of the effective size of the E. cordatapopulations are complicated by the vegetative regeneration of
plants from lignotubers. Old, well-established plants may bear reproductively immature stems due to recent
vegetative regeneration from fire. The estimates of the population size given in Table 2.4 are for the number of
plants which are not seedling nor saplings (lignotuber diameter $21 em) and do not correspond to the current size
of the breeding population. In all cases, the current breeding population is less than the estimated population
size. In several cases the discrepancy was marked due to a large proportion of the population having been recently
burnt. However, unless there is a change in fire regimes, this state is likely to persist and at least the relative
distribution of the number of breeding individuals in populations given in Fig. 7.1 may be realistic for the
species.
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In total, there are probably at least 11,000 individuals (not seedlings nor saplings) of E. cordata in natural
populations with populations sizes ranging from Ito over 5000 individuals (Table 2.1). While the 'western'
morph is relatively localized and there are fewer populations, it is the more common morph, accounting for
approximately 60% of individuals. Examined superficially, the total number of "potentially" reproductively
mature individuals appears to be above the limit for maintaining evolutionary viability. However, with the
insular distribution pattern, the species can not be considered a panmictic unit (see section 7.1.3); rather, the
viability of the component populations must be assessed individually. The approximate number of breeding
individuals in each population at the time of sampling are indicated in Fig. 7.1. Nearly 40% of the populations
of E. cordata contain 20 or less, and 75% contain 50 or less breeding individuals; numbers at which inbreeding and
genetic drift may be important. The problem of inbreeding would be further accentuated as these estimates would
be near the upper limit for the effective population size, but with unknown levels of inbreeding and population
structure Namkoong (1984) suggests that such figures could be approximately halved. If, however, fire was
prevented from recurring until the regenerating coppice reached reproductive maturity, only four populations (pR,
BR, SR and Be) would have effective population sizes of less than twenty. In at least one population from each
morph (Snug Plains and Cape Queen Elizabeth) the current effective population size should be sufficient to ensure
long-term evolutionary flexibility. However, long-distance gene flow between neighbouring populations may
enhance the evolutionary potential of some populations by inflating their effective population size.
7.4.3 Gene flow
The relatively small populations of E. cordata are localised and isolated from their nearest neighbour by an average
of 9.2 km (range =0.32 - 36.5 km) and the average distance between all populations is 44.8 km. Estimates of
gene-flow parameters recently derived for E. risdonii (potts and Reid 1988) suggest an approximation of the
standard deviation for total gene-flow in E. cordata may be in the order of 50 m which, following Barton and
Hewitt (1985), suggests a moderately strong barrier to gene flow between populations of E. cordata may be of the
order of 5 km (1000'). This is the maximum distance Ashton and Sandiford (1988) reported interspecific hybrids
of E. regnans occurred from a source and estimates for E. risdonii (Potts and Reid 1988) suggest 8.2 km would be
a moderately strong barrier to pollen dispersal. With many of the populations (particularly in the east) occurring
as scattered undershrubs beneath a taller eucalypt canopy, with a relatively low reproductive output to attract
pollinators, even this distance may be an over-estimation. The rate of gene exchange between populations
separated by more than 5 km can thus be considered virtually negligible, which suggests the majority of the
populations of E. cordata are completely geographically isolated from genetic input from the rest of the gene pool
(Fig 7.3). The barrier arising from geographical isolation may be further accentuated by differences in flowering
time between 'eastern' and 'western' populations (Fig. 7.4). These considerations imply that the species is
comprised of at least 15 genetically independent lineages (Fig. 7.3), many of which are already relatively highly
differentiated. Low level gene-flow, in a stepping-stone manner, may occur between populations within the few
major groups of populations which occur in relatively close geographical proximity (see Fig. 7.3). However,
there is a strong correlation between geographical and phenetic distance which suggests the genetic impact of such
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Figure 7.3. Single linkage dendrogram indicating the geographic distance between
nearest neighbour populations of E. cordata,
Populations which may be potentially linked by gene flow (at least in a stepping stone manner) are
indicated assuming eithera distanceof 2 Ian or 5 km betweennearestneighbours constitutes a significant
barrier to gene flow (see text). The estimated population size and the phenetic group (e eastern; 0
western) of each population is shown.
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Figure 7.4 Generalised flowering time curves for E. cordata and (a) other
Tasmanian Cordatinae species and (b) associated Symphyomyrtus species.
The curves represent therelativefrequency distribution of flowering timeeventsas recorded
from field notes and herbariumspecimens(including EUCALIST; E. umigera data providedby
M. Savva).
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immigration may be relativey small. Nevertheless, the effective size of the small populations, particularly south-
east of Mt. Wellington (e.g. [CP2, CP and SRj and [ Ht, HI, CH, CHI, CH2 and Be]) is probably expanded by
interpopulation gene-flow, increasing the long-term viability of the small populations comprising these
complexes. A relatively high level of gene-flow might also be expected amongst the separate stands of E. cordata
on Snug Plains, which in most cases are separated by about 1-2 km (see Appendix I) and for the purposes of
conservation, the E. cordata in this area (SP) can be effectively treated as a single population.
Current gene exchange between populations of the 'eastern' and 'western' form is unlikely. The least distance
between populations dominated by different morphs is 5.2 km (LR to SR). The closest 'western' population,
Leslie Road (LR) is variable in stem shape, but this is also the case for the populations at Electrona (EI) and on
the top of Herringback Range (Ht) which are separated by 12.8 and 13.2 km respectively from the nearest 'eastern'
population. Closer 'western' populations (e.g. HI and CH) show no such variability suggesting continuing gene-
flow is unlikely to be a factor contributing to the convergence of LR, EI and Ht toward the 'eastern' morpho
7.4.4 Interspecific hybridisation
The effects of interspecific hybridisation are rarely considered in genetic conservation, yet in many outbreeding
genera such as Eucalyptus, where reproductive barriers between species are weak (e.g. Potts et al. 1987; Griffin et
al. 1988), hybridisation with co-occurring species may have an important genetic impact.
E. cordata has been successfully artificially hybridised with several species which often occur in the general
vicinity of natural populations. Artificial hybrids of E. cordata have been obtained using pollen of E. gunnii, E.
dalrympleana and E. ovata (Cauvin et al. 1987) and successful hybrids have been produced using E. cordata pollen
and females of E. ovata and E. morrisbyi (B. Potts unpub!.). E. globulus and E. cordata have also been
successfully hybridised using both species as females (Max Gilbert pers. com. - E. globulus from ornamental in
St. David's park; E. cordata from Summerleas Road) and during this survey, a vigorous F2 was grown from one
of the original artificial FI hybrids grown in the Tarrana Forest Reserve. Recent attempts at this cross have failed
when E. globulus was used as the female whereas outerosses with E. globulus pollen were successful (Potts and
Cauvin 1988) which suggests at least a partial barrier to the cross when E. globulus is used as the female.
However, there does not appear to be strong post-mating barriers to hybridisation of E. cordata females (see also
Potts et al. 1987) and the flowering time of E. cordata overlaps several of the Symphyomyrtus species which
occur in the same general geographical area as E. cordata (Fig. 7.4).
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The frequency of putativeinterspecific hybrids in open pollinated progenies grownfrom theE. cordata
populations is given in Table 2.4. In mostcases, the individuals classifiedas hybrids were believed to be FI
hybridson the basis of their morphology and theiroccurrenceas occasional outliers in progenies from pure
parents, Putative FI hybrids with either E. viminalis, E. ovata or E. globulus occurred in progenies from 25%
of E. cordatapopulations examined. Theseare all 'eastern'populations (i.e, BT, BC, HC and QE - Table 2.4 and
Pel occurringin thedrierparts of thespeciesrange which is reflected in the significant correlation between
percentageof hybrids and theclimaticvariables (*PCI clim and *MNANRAIN) indicated in Table 7.1. The
percentage of hybrids in progenies wasalso associated witha decreasing coverof E. cordata relativeto other
Symphyomyrtusspecies, and increasing cover of the Monocalyptus species, E. pulchella (Table 7.1).
Hybridization does not occurbetween the twodifferentsubgenera and the latterassociation reflects the tendancy for
populations growingbeneaththe canopyof E. pulchella to be the small, scattered and supressedpopulations
having low relativecover.
Interspecific hybrids have become established and grown to maturity in nearly50% of naturalpopulations of E.
cordata, although hybrids werecommonin only aboUlIO% of populations (Fig. 7.5). Notably, there was a
significantpositivecorrelation between the percentage of putativeFI hybrids in the progeny and the frequency of
putative hybrids in the naturalpopulation (Table7.1). However, therewas no association betweenthe frequency
of putative hybridsin the naturalpopulation and any of the variables examined(Table 7.1). There was no
associationbetweensite disturbance and hybridisation, clearly indicating that hybridisation is a natural
phenomenon. Considerable hybridization between E. cordataandE. johnstonii doesoccuron a markedly disturbed
site at the base of the Herringback Range(HI), but moreextensivehybridisation occurredin severalundisturbed
stands. The E. cordata population at Pony Bottom Creek (PB) flowers synchronously with an associatedeucalypt
Figure 7.5 The occurrence of putative hybrids in natural populations of E. cordata.
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(which is possiblya variantof E. barberi)and thereappears to be a hybridswarm between the two populations.
Abnormal seedlings believed to be backcrosses to an E. cordatax globulushybridoccurredin
progeny from the population on the summitof Herringback Range. A single abnormal tree. which progeny tests
suggests is an E. cordata x globulus hybrid was found in this population. The nearest stands of E. globulus were
several kilometres from the site and this hybrid is possiblyan exampleof long-distance pollen dispersal.
While furtherwork is required, theavailableevidence suggeststhat interspecific hybridisation mayhavea marked
genetic impact on thesesmall, isolatedpopulations. In the case of both the Prosser River and HellfireBluff
populations, although a small percentageresembled typical 'eastern' E. cordata, the majorityof seedlings lay
outsidethe phenetic rangeacceptable for E. cordata and wereintermediate between E. cordata and theco-occurring
E. viminalis. These populations are clearly deviant (Chapter4) and theyare believed to be the genetic remnants
of populations of E. cordata which have been introgressed by thesurroundingE. viminalis,nearly to the point
where they may be considered phantom hybridpopulations (e.g,Parsonsand Kirkpatrick 1972;Potts and Jackson
1986).
These results stronglysuggest that in species with insularpopulation structuressuch as E. cordata, the genetic
diversity within populations (and hence, evolutionary future), particularly of the smaller populations, may be
determinedmoreby hybridisation with surrounding potentially interbreeding species than interaction with the
remainderof the species' gene-pool. The rate of interpopulation gene exchangecan not readilybe directly
assessed,but with the large disjunctions betweenmostof the E. cordatapopulations, this must be negligible
(section7.4.3). There is littledoubt that in manyof the E. cordatapopulations, the level of gene flow between
populations wouldbe far exceededby the levelof FI interspecific hybridisation (i.e. 2-35 %). Furthermore, there
are ampleexamplesof advancedgeneration hybridisation in the natural populations to suggest that effectivegene
exchangedoes occur. This conclusion is also supported by workon localized (e.g. E. risdonii - Potts and Reid
1988),regional(E. gunnii - Potts and Reid 1985b) and wide-spread eucalyptspecies (e.g. E. regnans - Ashton
198Ib; Ashtonand Sandiford 1988).
In termsof conservation, interspecific hybridisation clearly has the potential 10 increase the within-population
geneticdiversityand therefore must affect both the short-and long-term fitness of populations. It has been
suggested that in contrast to classical ideas, in generasuch as Eucalyptus with weak reproductive barriers,
hybridisation may result in a dramatic releaseof variability duringpopulation bottlenecksand may be an integral
part of the processof populationextinction(potts and Jackson 1986). The boundaries of small eucalypt
populations are often blurredby hybridization (Pryor and Johnson 1971)and during extinctionthe nucleusof the
stand may contract to the point whereselection is unableto counter-balance the effects of pollenswamping from
surrounding,moreabundantspecies. However,the importance of this variability to gene pool conservation may
vary and willdependon severalfactors including thespeciescombination (see Griffin et al. 1988),effective
population size (affecting drift), rate of gene flow from otherareasof thegene pool and the relativedirection and
magnitudeof selection involved. On theone hand, the influxof variability providedby interspecific hybridization
may be advantageous, and Kirkpatrick (1976)suggestsslow gene exchangewith contiguousspecies may be one
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Table 7.1 Factors associated with the level of interspecific hybridisation in stands of E.
cordata.
The tableindicates thevalueand significance (two-tailed) of Kendall's rankcorrelation coefficient between the
relative frequency of hybrids in the naturalstand(HYBRIDS - Table2.2)and in open pollinated progenies (see
Table2.4) and thesitevariables indicated. Variable codesaredetailed inTable2.2 and variables preeeeded with an
asteriskare floristically definedestimates(sec Chapter5). (ns not significant; , P< 0.05; " P < 0.01)
------------------HYBRIDIZATION--------------------
(excludingPR and HF)
FIELD PROGENY FIELD PROGENY
LASTFIRE 0.02 ns -.10 ns 0.04 ns -0.02 ns
POPSlZE 0.03 ns -0.31 ns 0.14 ns -0.17 ns
No. associated
- Symphyomyrtus species 0.22 ns 0.29 ns 0.16 ns 0.29 ns
- Eucalyptus species -0.08 ns 0.20 ns -0.09 ns 0.12 ns
DISTURBANCE 0.00 ns 0.05 ns 0.07 ns 0.25 ns
DISTRIBUTION -0.15 ns -0.48 , -0.12 ns -0.44 ns
Understory richness -0.24 ns -0.09 ns -0.29 ns -0.09 ns
Relative coverofE.cordata
-relative to Symphyomrytus spp. -0.27 ns -0.51 " -0.16 ns -0.41
,
-relative to otherEucalyptus spp. -0.02 ns -0.37 , 0.11 ns -0.28 ns
% coverof E. cordata -0.11 ns -0.30 ns -0.04 ns -0.19 ns
% coverof E. pulchella 0.23 ns 0.56
"
0.10 ns 0.54 ,
PC1 geog (see fig. 3.3) -0.26 ns -0.37 , -0.17 ns -0.25 ns
ALT -0.12 ns -0.38 , -0.06 ns -0.31 ns
'ALT -0.26 ns -0.43 , -0.18 ns -0.40 ,
'DRAINAGE -0.06 ns -0.19 ns -0.01 ns -0.23 ns
'MNANRAIN -0.35 ns -0.56 , -0.33 ns -0.51
"
'CLIMPCI (see fig. 5.1) -0.20 ns -0.48
"
-0.23 ns -0.48 ,
Hybrids in progeny 0.60 " 0.57 "
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means by whichsmall relict populations mayretainevolutionary flexibility. On theother hand, depending on the
selection coefficients, hybridization may simplyincreasethe geneticload on the population with no obvious
geneticimpact (e.g. Wiltshireand Reid 1987)or, withextensive introgression, result in complete genetic
degradation (Pottsand Reid 1985b; PottsandJackson 1986) suchas may havealreadyoccurred in several of the E.
cordata populations. In this respect Pryor(1951) compares the tworelict species E. g/aucescens and E. perriniana
of similarsub-alpine distribution. Populations of E. glaucescens appeared to be undergoing introgressive
invasion by the surrounding E. viminalis whereas therewas no traceof hybridisation in thesmall relict standsof
E. perriniana (see also Wiltshireand Reid 1987). Extinction or rangerestriction may thusoccur by simple
competitive displacement or involvethe morecomplex introgressive displacement.
Therecan be little doubt thatE. cordata is a relict species and that at least in parts of its range, thepopulations
are probably facing eventualextinction due to naturalcompetitive exclusion by co-occurring eucalyptspecies.
This is particularly so for the small 'eastern' populations on welldrained,dry sclerophyll forest sites (e.g. BT,
BC, HC, BR,PB, HF and PR) wherethe species occursas scattered undershrubs beneath the E. pulchella canopy,
and the reproductive loadingof theplants is low when compared to surrounding species. Theseare the main
populations in which hybrids occurred in open-pollinated progenies (Table7.1),and whilenatural hybrids are not
alwaysassociated with these populations (Table7.1), hybrid swarmsexist (e.g. PB) and possiblyextensive
introgression has possiblyoccurredin severalof thesepopulations (e.g. HF and PR).
7.5 Conservation status
E. cordata is a rareTasmanian endemic witha regional (sensu Moran and Hopper 1987) geographical distribution
but, in contrast to previousassessments (e.g. Pryor 1981; Fry and Benson 1986), this survey suggests that as a
species, E. cordata is not currently endangered or threatened. Following the categories of Leighet al. (1984), E.
cordata thus clearlywarrants a conservation statusof "R". This category includes species which are rare but not
currently considered endangered or vulnerable and arerepresented by a relatively largepopulation in a very
restricted area or by smallpopulations spreadover a widerangeor some intermediate combination. The majority
of E. cordata populations (70%) are currently relatively freeof human interference, and thereis noevidence that
majorloss of the genetic resource has occurred sinceEuropean settlement. Nearly fifty percentof the populations
located are either securein StateReserves or occuron CrownLand whereconservation policies can be readily
implemented. The effectivepopulation size of over50%of the population appearsto be sufficientto maintain
short-term fitness and the size of at leastone population of each morph would appearsufficientfor long term
evolutionary adaptibility to be maintained. Nevertheless, at present the speciesis not adequately conserved and
thecurrentreservesystemdoes not cover the full rangeof geneticand ecological diversity in thespecies. Thus
there is an urgentneed for the implementation of a specific conservation strategyto ensure that the conservation
status of this rare speciesis not degraded,
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At least fiveof thepopulations havebeen markedly disturbed and are underthreatof further disturbance and many
of the populations requiredto conservethe fullecological and geneticdiversity in thespeciesoccuroutside
reserves. The largerpopulations of the 'eastern'morph (perpendicular Mountain, CapeQueenElizabeth and
PenguinIsland) are undisturbed andoccur in relatively secureStateReserves. However, no population of the
'western' subspecies is officiallyreserved although the mainstronghold of this subspecies (andof the species)on
Snug Plainsoccurs in State forestand a proposal for its reservation withina land management plan is currently
beingprepared. In addition, several populations of specific scientific interesthave been identified, several of
whichare outliers(e.g. PR, HF and Be)and theserequiresome levelof reservation.
7.6 Recommendations
The distribution of genetic variability and the population structureof E. cordata is very similarto thatdescribed
for the rare WesternAustralian eucalypt,E. caesia (Hopper et al. 1982; Moranand Hopper 1983,1987),and in
both instances the optimum strategyfor in situ conservation is prescribedby the effectivepopulations sizes and
thedistribution of the geneticdiversity(Moranand Hopper 1983). Each species hasa disjunctdistribution pattern
with manyof the populations at, or below, the oftenquoted minimum population size for conservation, in which
case, the wholepopulation shouldbe retained wherever possible (Moran and Hopper 1983). In addition, both
speciesshow strongpatternsof geographical differentiation such that a large componentof the variability is
distributed betweenas opposed to withinpopulations. In such cases, the strategy for optimum in situ
conservation is to maximize thesize of individual populations and to safeguardan adequaterangeandas many
populations as possible(Frankel 1982; Moran and Hopper 1983). Accordingly, populations encompassing the
fullgeneticand ecological diversity of thespeciesshould be accorded some levelof reservation, or at leastincluded
in management plans to avoid futuredisturbance. Whereresources are limiting,priorityshould be towardthe
largerand least disturbed of the populations.
Adoption of the majorrecommendations listedbelowin orderof decreasing priority shouldensureoptimal
conservation of E. cordata. Due to the limited number and generally small size of the populations, and with a
large numberof the populations occurringon CrownLand, this can be achieved with the allocation of minimal
resources. Adaquateconservation should be possiblewithoutacquisition of populations on privateland although,
with suitable Iiason with private property owners. there is no reason why, at least in the short-term, all
populations of this species can not be preserved with minimal disturbance. This is important in order to maintain
the individual componentsof the population complexes previously identified south-eastof Mt.Wellington. The
short and long term fitness of the populations comprising thesecomplexes is increasedbeyond that expectedon
the basis of population size by virtue of potential links through gene-flowwith other populations. Ex.situ
conservation is unnecessary, although a plantation usingprogenies grown for the present study was established on
private land in 1985with support from Greening Australia. Nevertheless, genetic management of severalof the
disturbed populations whichhavebeen reduced in sizeby landclearing wouldbe genetically beneficial, and would
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enhanceawarenessof conservation. This management would simplyinvolveexpansion of populations through re-
plantingof contiguous areas withseed collectedfrom the same population. For example, it is possible to
establish localE. cordata alongfence linesat bothElectrona andLeslieRoadpermitting the effectivesize of these
populations to be increased.
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SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendation 1
All anthorities responsible for the management of Crown Land on which E. cordata occurs
should be notified immediately and management policies adopted to ensure these
populations and suitable buffer zones remain undisturbed, or do not receive further
disturbance through human activities.
Specific biological management of E. cordata is not recommended. although a relatively low fire frequency should
be maintained where possible. Little specific information is available on the response of the species to fire. It is
unlikely to differ greatly from that described for E. risdonii (e.g. Potts 1986). although observations indicate that
the time for coppice to reach reproductive age may be greater. As most stems will be killed to ground level by
fire and a low percentage of lignotuberous individuals will be killed, it is preferable if fire coincides with full
reproductive loading of the population to maximize seedling establishment and prevent fire attrition of the
population. Post-fire coppice in the population on Chimney Pot Hill has not reached reproductive maturity after
eight years, and the reproductive loading on the majority of the coppice which regenerated after fires in 1967 (e.g.
Snug Plains) is still low. There also appears to be a difference between the subspecies in the time to reach
reproductive maturity with both coppice and seedlings of the 'eastern' form maturing earlier. A system of patch
burning is recommended by Hopper et 0/. 1983, and this appears to be already naturally occurring in the drier areas
of the range of E. cordata. However. the firefrequency in the drier areas, particularly where E. cordata occurs in E.
pulchella forest is possibly too high, favouring co-occurring tree species.
Reserved areas covered by this recommendation include Perpendicular Mountain (Pt and PI), Hospital Creek (HC),
Cape Queen Elizabeth (QE), and Penguin Island (pe). State cabinet has approved Hellfire Bluff (HF) for a State
Reserve status but the reserve has not yet been declared. Managers of these areas should be aware of the exact
location of populations. The health of the populations should be monitored and where possible records of factors
affecting populations such as fire history, pests etc. should be maintained.
Unreserved populations on Crown or Council Land covered by this recommendation are Snug Plains (SP and
FH), Bluestone Tier (BT), Chimney Pot Hill (CP - H.C.C), Pony Bottom Creek (PB). Brown Mountain (Be) and
Meredith Tier (MT - deviant population). several of which are specifically addressed in the following
recommendations. All of the populations on Crown land are in State forest and consequently are the
responsibility of the Forestry Commission.
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Recommendation 2
A reserve should be established encompassing the stands of E. cordata in State Forest on
Snug Plains.
Reservation of the E. cordata in this area mustbe given highest priority; this area is the stronghold of the species,
and the population is of the 'western' form which is not currently reserved. The area is currently mainly used for
fire-wood collection and theareasencompassed by E. cordata are relatively smalland are of minimal commercial
value.
Additional impetus for the establishment of a reservein thisarea is the nearbyoccurrenceof an outlying standof
the endemiceucalypt E. gunnii. This population of E. gunnii is one of the faster growingprovenances of the
speciesdespite its fire induced malleehabit,and thepopulation differs genetically from morenorthern populations
of the species (potts and Reid 1985a and b). The population is the most south-easterly and one of the lowest
altitudinal occurrences of the species. SnugPlains is also theonlyknownarea where the closelyrelated endemics
E. cordata,E. urnigera andE. gunniico-occur,
Recommendation 3
Negotiations should be commenced with A.N.M. on the management of the E. cordata stand
at Moogara possibly to establish a reserve of more formal status.
The E. cordata at Moogara isagain of the 'western' form and this is the major localityat whichE. cordataoccurs
as a tree. The tree form is no doubt partlya resultof fireprotection and such protectionshouldcontinue. The
standhasbeenreduced in sizeand is surrounded by Pinusradiata plantation. However, thereis considerable
regeneration of E. cordata in thesurrounding plantation. It is recommended that immediate steps be taken to
removethe Pinus radiata immediately surrounding this stand, including all areas in whichE. cordata regeneration
has occurred. Such actionwill allowbuffering of the mainstandfrom invasion and the effectivesize of the
population to be markedly increased when the regeneration matures. The size of this population shouldalso be
extendedby plantingto allow a total of 1-2000 maturetrees. This plantingshould be possiblewith very little
loss of productive Pinus plantation and could be either undertaken simultaneously with the initial clearingor after
the first cuttingof thePinus plantation. Adjacent areasshouldbe planted usingonly seed derivedfrom the
Moogara population. Seed should be collectedfrom a largenumber of matureindividuals and plantedas closeas
practical to a singletree-plot random block design. The randomization of families in this manner is a standard
approach to minimize inbreeding in seed orchards.
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Recommendation 4
A reserve should be established on Brown Mountain to include the summit and to
encompass the population with affinities to E. cordata (Be),
The population on Brown Mountain (Be) is very important from a evolutionary and taxonomic view point
because while it has closest affinities to the 'eastern' subspecies of E. cordata, it is an outlier and deviates toward
the closely related species. It is the highest altitudinal occurrence of the 'eastern' form of E. cordata and occurs on
a poorly drained site; a habitat type poorly reserved in the 'eastern' form. This reserve would also encompass a
geographically outlying population of the endemic snow gum, E. coccifera.
Recommendation 5
The population of E. cordata on Chimney Pot Hill (CP) should be accorded reservation
status.
This locality is the most western occurrence of the 'eastern' subspecies. Although the population is traversed by
several rough vehicle tracks, it is relatively large, and occurs on a water-logged site. The population is not only
important from a biogeographical viewpoint, but reservation is necessary to ensure the full combination of
ecological and phenotypic diversity within E. cordata is preserved. This population is on land managed by the
Hobart City Council as part of the Hobart water catchment and with cooperation suitable management should be
possible to ensure the preservation of this population.
Recommendation 6
The degree of threat to the E. cordata populations on private land should be closely
monitored and liaison with land-owners maintained to minimize any future threat to these
populations.
Negotiations should be commenced with a view to ensuring some level of protection for the population of E.
cordata which occurs on private land near Electrona (El). This population is important as it is one of the few
polymorphic, intermediate populations of the species and it occurs on mudstone, which is rare for E. cordata. It
occurs at the lowest altitude and on one of the driest sites of the 'western' populations. Of the three intermediate
populations, this site most warrants attention as the degree of variability in stem shape is greatest and it is less
threatened than the Leslie Road site. While of low priority, some level of protection of the populations of E.
cordata on the summit of Herringback Range (HI) and on Combes Hill (Clf) would be beneficial. These
populations are not likely to be threatened in the near future. However, if the opportunity arises, or if other
proposals are being considered, reservation of these populations would of value in consolidating the conservation
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of the 'western' subspecies of E. cordata. For example, the population on Combes Hill is relatively large and is
close to the boundary of the Wellington Range Reserve, and if the opportunity arises through land sale, extension
of the reserve to include E. cordata may be justified.
Recommendation 7
Some level of reservation status should be given to the area on Meredith Tier which
includes the population MT and the nearby (approx, 500 m eastward) population of the
endemic E. barberl,
Further investigation is required to determine the exact affinities of the population on Meredith Tier.
Nevertheless, the population is clearly unique (Figure 6.2) and may be a rare example of a natural hybrid swarm
between either E. gunnii or E. cordata and E. barberi.
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POPULAnON LOCALITIES
Maps have been reproduced courtesy ofTASMAP (1: 100,000 Land Tenure or Topographic
series).
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The distribution (If E. cordata in State Forest on Snug Tiers (SP,FH)
(Data provided courtesy of the Forestry Commission of Tasmania [ruodif'iud from Davidson
1978]).
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Appendix 2 POPULATION PHOTOGRAPHS
'eastern' morph : floristic group 2b
Tarrana (Ta)
Hellfire Bluff (HF) -outlying morph
'eastern' morph floristic group 2b
Cape Queen Elizabeth (QE)
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Penguin Island (Pe -type locality)
'eastern' morph floristic group 2b
Perpendicular Mountain (Pt -summit)
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Perpendicular Mountain (PI)
'eastern' morph : floristic group 2a
Bream Creek (BC)
110
Hospital Creek (HC)
'eastern I morph floristic group Ib
Small Mountain (SM)
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Chimney Pot Hill (CP)
'western' morph : floristic group Ib
Snug Plains (SP)
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Mt. LLyod (ML)
'western' morph floristic group 2b
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Moogara (Mo)
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'western' morph (intermediate populations) floristic group 2b
Electrona (EI)
Leslie Road (LR)
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'eastern' morph outlying population: floristic group Ib
Brown Mountain (Be)
Meredith Tier MT (not included in E. cordata): floristic group Ib
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Variation in bark type amongst trees at Moogara (Mol
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Lignotuber development trunk of E. cordata at Cape Queen Elizabeth (QE)
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The type locality of Eucalyptus cordata.
(extract from Potts 1988)
During the present survey it becameapparent thatsomereports of the distribntion of E. cordata required
clarification and that the typelocality previously indicated for the species (Hooker1856; Bentham 1867; Baker
1902; Maiden 1913; Halland Brooker 1972) wasincorrect. According to Jackson(1965), Eucalyptus cordata
occurssouthof the HuonValley, in the Recherche Bayareaand thetypelocality of E. cordata has beencitedas
Recherche Bayby numerous authors(Hooker 1856; Bentham 1867; Baker1902; Maiden 1913; HallandBrooker
1972). However, failure to locateany populations of E. cordata in thisarea,despiteextensive searching,
prompteda re-assessment of the evidence for the typelocality.
E. cordata wasinitially collected by Jacques Juliende Labillardiere (1800), the botanist andchiefscientist on the
Frenchexpedition underthecommand of BruniD'Entrecasteaux sent in search of the ill-fated La Perouse
expedition by theFrenchConstituent Assembly in 1791. The expedition in the ships la Recherche and
nZsperence wasin Australian waters from 1792to 1793 and visited Tasmania twiceduring thisperiod (see
Maiden 1910; Hogg 1938; Stafleu1966; CarrandCarr 1976). E. cordata wasdescribed and illustrated in
Labillardiere's workon the botanyof the voyage, NovaeHollandiae Plantarum Spec/men in 1806. The locality
forE. cordata wasgivenas 'capitevan-Dieman'; the general locality givenforall of his Tasmanian collections
(Kantvilas 1983). E. cordata was latercollected by Joseph HookerandRonaldGunnfrom the'Huondistrict'
(Hooker1856) and, in part 3 of hisBotanyoftheAntartic Voyage, Hooker (1856)indicates Labillardiere's
locality for E. cordata to be Recherche Bay. In his Eucaiyptographia, von Mueller (1880) lists several
collectors wholocated E. cordata in the sameregion as Labillardiere (Brown, Hooker, Gunn, Stephens and
Abbott), yet Maiden (1913) could find n<:> evidence for thisstatement.
In a letter to Sir William Hooker, the fatherof JosephHooker, Gunnwroteof an excursion to Recherche Bay in
1838 whichenabled him to identify nearlyall of Labillardiere's Tasmanian species(Dec. 1843; Letter 184,Bums
and Skemp 1961). In the sameparagraph he mentions E. cordata, although no clear indication is givenas to
whether or not he located thisspeciesin the area. There is a specimen of E. cordata attributed to Gunn at Kew
with the locality givenas Recherche Bay,although the specific code given (No. 1207) does not doesnot
correspond to Goon's codeforE. cordata (No. 1071). Thisspecimen hasbeeninspected and is clearly E. cordata
with the morphology similar to that found in the western populations of E. cordata. However, the specimen is
notannotated in Goon's handwriting, is undated and doesnot haveoneof Gunn's codedcollecting labels which is
atypical for Gunn's specimens. This specimen is on the same herbarium sheetas a specimen collected by Gunn
from near the HuonRiver (30/10/1839) and mayhaveoriginated from this collecting trip. Furthermore, in
discussing Labillardiere's collections in latercorrespondence (Letter185,Bumsand Skemp 1961) Gunnnotes-
"Eucalyptus cordata [Lab.] t.152. Is myown No 1071 • a species I never sawexcept in the Country South of
HobartTown."
WhereGunn located species at Recherche Bay,thiswasclearlyindicated in the letterand the lattercomment
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probablyrefers to the area immediately southof Hobart. The specimenssent to Baronvon Mueller by Abbott
(MELl04507 and MELl04504) were from HuonRoad (North-West Bay). However, there is one specimensent
to him by T. Stephens from RechercheBay (MEL 104502- left specimen). At the time, with von Mueller
preparinghis Eucaiyptographia, therewas considerable interestin this 'rare species' and the belief that Recherche
Bay was the type localitywas widelyheld (Stephens1882,1889) -
....... this interesting tree, discovered and describedlong ago, had been lost to sight for more than forty years. It
wasoriginallyreported as a denizenof Recherche Bayby the Frenchexpedition underLabillardiere; and long
afterwards, in Sir John Fraeklin's time, it was found by Sir Joseph Hookerand the late Mr. Ronald Gunn ' in
the Huon district ',no precise localityhavingbeen recorded. From that time to the present it appears to have
eluded the search of botanists; and it was only in October last that, in answer to repeatedenquires, specimens
were at last obtained from RechercheBay, but without flower or fruit." (Stephens1882).
The letter accompanying the specimen read -
"Eucalyptus cordata is foundat last. ...I received from Recherche Bay a branchletof a youngEucalyptus..., and
this was followed by a letter from the finder stating that there was no blossomor any sign of fruit on any of the
trees near."
(Stephens to von Mueller,Nov. 1880).
Inspectionof this specimensuggests that it is probably not E. cordata,but more likely a juvenile of E.
globuius, which wouldaccordwith the notedabsenceof reproductive material. Thejuvenile foliage of E.
globulus resembles the adult foliage of the westernpopulationsof E. cordata.
The belief that RechercheBay was the type localityno doubt stemmedfrom Hookers (1856)original citing,
althoughhe gave this localityfor manyof Labillardiere's 'capite van-Diemen' locations. Labillardierewas based,
and collectedextensively in the vicinity of RechercheBay. He recordscollecting severalspecies of eucalyptson
the shore to the north-eastof their anchorageon 23th of April 1792,but no distiguishing remarks on the species
collectedare given (Labillardiere 1800). He later (6th May 1792)recordsspecifically collectingE. globulus by
fellinga tree in order to obtain flowers, and designates the name for the species in his journal. However,he also
collectedfrom other areasalong the D'Entrecasteaux Channel,including Bruny Island(Townrow 1978)and it is
alwayspossible he may have mademultiple,unrecorded collectionsof single species.
Bentham(1867, vol. 3, p. 224) ascribesa specimenof Labillardiere's, withoutflower or fruit, collected from
Maria Island to the mainland species, E. macrocarpa. In reference to this, Maiden(1913 p. 241) later notes-
"MariaIsland is off the coast of Tasmania, and I suggest that Labillardiere's specimen is E. cordata, Labill."
Labillardiere did not collecton MariaIsland,although collections from MariaIslandwere made later by
Leschenaultde la Tour, the botaniston the Frenchexpedition(1800 - 1804)commanded by Nicholas Baudin
(Taylor 1973). Specimens from the Baudinexpeditionwere not describedas a whole, but examinedat odd
intervalsby monographers (Maiden1910). There is strongevidencethatLabillardiere accessed this collection
and used some specimensin hIS NovaeHollandiae Plantarum Specimen, mislabelling the localities (Nelson
1974,1975; Carr and Carr 1976). The herbarium specimenascribed to Labillardiere by Benthamhas not yet
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been located. However. it is possible that a specimenof E. cordatawas collected from the summit of
Perpendicular Mountain during the Baudinexpedition and has been both misidentified and mistakenly attributed
to Labillardiere, Nevertheless. this is not a cause of confusionand there is no doubt that Labillardierepersonally
collected E. cordata.
Recent findings have revealed that RechercheBay is not the type localityof E. cordata. and it follows there is no
solidevidencefor its occurrence in the area. In Relation du Voyagede la Recherche de la Perouse, Labillardiere
specifically recordscollectinga eucalypt fromPenguinIslandwhile the expedition was anchoredin Adventure
Bay.just prior to the final departure fromTasmania. This island had been previouslycharted and is clearly
namedon charts from CaptainJames Cook's 1777expedition(Triebeland Batt 1957). Labillardiere's(1800; p.
76) descriptionleaves no doubt thiseucalypt is E. cordata-
"Je recueillis sur me aux Pinguins ..... ; un eucalyptus de hauteur mediocre.qu' on reconnoitra facilement 11 ses
feuilles opposees, sessiles et glauques;......
The translationof glauque (glaucous) in the english versionof his journal (1800) -
..... opposite. sessile leaves, of a whitish green colour. with a slight tint of blue.."
is not as botanicallyexact as the original and similar.but more severe problems with the translated version
havebeen detailedby Carrand Carr (1976).
The occurrence of E. cordataon PenguinIslandhasrecentlybeen verified(14/8/1987) after having escaped the
notice of botanists for nearly two centuries. The smaIlisland is dominatedby Casuarina stricta low forest. with
some E. globulus on the northern aspect. most of which has been recently burnt (March 1986). However.E.
cordataoccurs on the wetter. southerncliff slope whichfaces Fluted Cape and the majorityof the population is
unburnt. The population is small. comprisingapproximately 200 mature individuals.and cannot be missed
when following the narrow ridge to the summitof the island. the path presumably taken by Labillardiere in
1793. A few individualsare readily accessiblefrom the main ridge suggestingthat the type localitycan be
predicted to within less than 30m. It is even possible that the same individualshave been sampled in the present
survey.
Labillardiere's holotype (Fl. Herb. Webbianum) and isotypes(MELl04513; G; P) of E. cordataare consistent
with specimenscoIlectedfrom Penguin Island. Moreover. this population is somewhatatypical for E. cordata as
approximately 40% of reproductively matureindividuals had developeda very smallproportion «5%) of adult or
intermediate foliage. Such individuals are usuaIly rare in natural populations of E. cordata. The oppositeand
glaucousjuvenile type of foliage is usually fully retained through out the life of an individual. although
intermediate or adult leaves mayoccassionally be seen at the top of large trees (Hall and Brooker 1972).
Nevertheless. Maiden (1919)notes-
.......E. cordata is one of the few remaining species with homoblastic leaves ..... I would invite the further
attentionof coIlectors to this tree. in order that they may search. especially near the tops. both cultivated
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specimens,and trees in their native habitats, for pedicellate, lanceolate leaves. The nearest I have got to this
state is in a specimen (2c of Plate 84 C.R.) collected by Labillardierehimself."
Specificrecordsof collectioncan be obtained for some of the 265 specimensdescribed in NovaeHollandiae
Plantarum Specimen fromLabillardiere'sjournal (Labillardiere 18(0). Along with the example of E. cornuta
Labill., described by Carr and Carr (1976), the presentcase attests to the accuracyand detail of his account
Furthermore, due to the limited size of the E. cordata populationon Penguin Island, the relocation of this type
locality may be one of the most exact from this early period of botanical exploration in Australia. In other
cases, specific predictions of Labillardiere'stype localitieshave been made by integratingpopulation,
phenologicaland distributional data with excursion and anchoragerecords (e.g. Stipa - Townrow 1978). All of
the other Tasmanianeucalyptscollected and describedby Labillardiere (1806), viz. E. ovata Labill.,E.
viminalis. Labill., E. globulus Labill. and E. amygdalina Labill., are widespread through the areas Labillardiere
visited (e.g, Kirkpatrickand Backhouse 1980). Specific mention is only made of E. globulus, although his
numerous referencesto E. resinifera no doubt refer to E. obliqua; a specieswidespreadin Tasmaniaand common
in the vicinity of RechercheBay. When describingE. ovata, Labillardiere(1806) gives the locality as 'terra van-
Leuwin '(Western Australia), the only other area in Australiaat which he collected. E. ovata is confined to
south-east Australia, includingTasmania, and this is one of the species used by Nelson (1974, 1975) to
demonstratethat Labillardiereaccessedother collectionsas well as confusedsome of his own collecting localities
in specimensdescribed in Novae Hollandiae Plantarum Specimen. Nevertheless, many of the location anomalies
and otherproblemsassociated with Labillardiere'sworkshave now been resolved (Nelson 1974and 1975;Carr
and Carr 1976).
It is possibleE. cordata was also observed during Cock's 1777 visit to AdventureBay as a recently published
sketch by William Ellis from this expedition may featureE. cordata (Joppienand Smith 1987). Professor W.
D. Jackson (Joppienand Smith 1987; page 630) suggestedplants in the foreground of the sketch, on the shore,
may be either juvenile E. globulus or E. cordata. His observations were made prior to the re-discoveryof E.
cordata on Penguin Island. The island is in the immediatevicinityof Cock's anchorage and is the only area
known todaywhere E. cordata grows near sea-level. In fact the leaf shape, tree form and even the possibleadult
foliageon one of the topbranches (specifically noted by Prof. Jackson) are more consistent with the E. cordata
in this area than juvenile E. globulus.
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Additional Dotes
Severaladditional anomolous records of E. cordata werefound which require further comment.
Meredith Tier (MT)
The northernmostpopulation indicated in Brownet al.(1983) on Meredith Tier (MT) was not includedwithinE.
cordata and its exactaffinities requirefurtherinvestigation. When thispopulation was originally located by F.
Duncan,it was regenerating from wildfireand theoriginal specimen collectedbore capsulesin the juvenile
foliagestage. However, whensampled several yearslater, all reproductively mature individuals had developed
adult foliage. The exactaffmities of this population are masked by whatappears to be extensivehybridization
with the nearbyE. barberi. This population is within the climatic rangeof E. cordata as predictedusing the
climatic model BIOCLIM (Fig.3.2). However, the closestand northern moststandof E. cordata is on
BluestoneTier (BT) whichis over 40 km south of this site. The population on MeredithTier may have closer
affinities to E. gunnii, the nearestpopulation of whichoccursonly 7km away,near Tooms Lake.
BrownMountain, Port Arthur (PA)
The Port Arthurand Brown Mountain locations notedby Brett(1938)and Redway(1918)respectively
correspond to herbarium specimens (HO 15629-32, 15637-39, 15660-62, 16077) they independently collected
from BrownMountainnear Port Arthur. This population wasnot relocated despiteextensivesearching. Some
of Rodway'sspecimens (initially labelledE. giobuius var.Harrisoni e.g. HO 16077)from this location were
notedas collectedfrom tall trees(100-200') whereas the vegetation in this specific area is low malleeand no
standscould be foundin taller,wetterforestsnearby. Brett'sspecimenfrom the same locationis annotated as
beingan E. globulus x cordata hybrid and that theE. cordata in thearea wasan undershrub growing in
association with E. globulus. Intermediate or adult foliageoccurson someof these specimens.
In this respect, the resemblance between someof thespecimens collectedby Rodway and Brett from Brown
Mountain and thosefrom the type locality is noteworthy and mayaccountfor Brett's (1938)recordof
hybridization between E. globulus and E. cordata.
BrownMountain, Campania (Be)
The BrownMountain (Be)sampled in thepresentsurveyoccursnearCampania and is no doubt the Brown
Mountain and Campania locations given by Brett (1938) and Rodway (1918) respectively. Brett'sPort Arthur
localityprobablycorresponds to his specimens from the Brown Mountain near Port Arthur. While individuals
developing intermediate typefoliage werefound in thepopulation on Brown Mountain nearCampania(Table
2.1), this mountain is unlikely to have beenconfusedwith the locality collectedby Rodwayor Brett from near
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Port Arthur (PA ; see above). The population near Campania is low mallee, there is no E. globulus in the
vicinity and the specimens do not correspond to samples collected from thispopulation. The population (Be)
showed someaffinities to E. urnigera and E. morrisbyi in capsuleshapeand juvenile leaf shape,but the majority
of individuals developed flowers in the juvenile leaf stage. While this stage is not fully persistent(Table2.1), it
has been included withinE. cordata for thepresentsurvey. Inthis respect it is significant thatBrett (1938)
indicates E. cordata hasaffinities to E. urnigera and vonMueller(1880)notes:
"Crenulate leavesoccuralso inE. umigera,and, strangeas it mayappear, it is to this species that E. cordata
bears theclosestalliance; for although the agedstateofE. urnigera ;,as scattered long-stalked dark-green and
lanceolar-sickleshaped leaves, moreslender elongated anddownward moreattenuated calyces on conspicuous
stalldets withampler lid and urnshaped fruits withdeeply enclosedvalves,yet treesare nowknown (through Mr.
Stephens from "OldMan'sHead," a subalpine mountain nearLake Cresent)[no doubtAlmaTier],whichto all
appearance form a complete transitfrom E. urnigera to E. cordata. Moreover Mr. Aug. Oldfield sent manyyears
ago from the middle-regions of MountWellington sterilesaplings as the youngstateof E. urnigera, the
adventitious lowershootsof which can in no waybedistingnished in foliage from E. cordata and whichare also
partlypruinous. On the summitof MountWellington I collecteda state of E. urnigera, with all leavesnearly
oval and withsimply truncate-ovate fruits."
Nelson's Tier
The Nelson's Tier location notedby severalauthors (Stephens 1889; Blakely 1934; Brett 1938) probably
corresponds to the population sampledon the contiguous SquareMountain (SM),although the possibility of
other populations in this general locality can not bediscounted.
Fisherman's Island
The present day locality of Abbott's specimen collected in 1881 (MELl04503)and labelled 'Fisherman's Island'
is unclear. This specimen corresponds to the morphology foundin the westernpopulations and does not
correspond to samples from Maria(Pt, PI)or Bruny (QE,Pel Islands.
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APPENDIX 4 Analysis of synthetic climatic variables for sites of E. cordata.
Table 1 DifferentIation between 'eastern' and 'western' populations.
The table indicates the F value for the difference between morphs, weightings in the step-downdiscriminant
functionand mean and standarddeviation for each morph for variablesretained in the step-downdiscriminant
function.
SYNTHETIC Stand. EASTERN WESTERN
CLIMATIC Discrim (n=12) (n=9)
VARIABLE F 1,19 Function Mean s.d. Mean s.d,
1 MNANTP 11.00 •• -4.64 10.7 1.17 9/) 1.24
2MINMIN1P 10.53 •• 5.52 2.7 0.83 1.6 0.72
3MAXMAX1P 7.89 •
4TEMPRGE 2.73 NS
5TEMPWETQ 8.45 ••
6TEMPDRYQ 10.87 ••
7MNANRAIN 22.99 ••• -24.03 855 74.8 1169 211.1
8RAINWETM 20.05 •••
9RAINDRYM 14.36 ••
10RAlNRGE 28.18 •••
11RAINWETQ 19.55 ••• 14.34 86 6.2 113 19.6
12RAINDRYQ 11.84 •• 9.83 56 5.2 72 14.0
FIGURE 1 Principal components ordination of the E.cordata populations based on
standardized values of the 12 synthetic climatic variables. PCI = PC1cHm in Table 2.2.
(0 = Eastern form 0= Western form)
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Table 2 Variable weightings on the first two principal components indicated in Figure I.
PCI PC2
85.4% 6.2%
I MNANTEMP -0.93 0.35
2 MINMINTEMP -0.88 0.41
3 MAXMAXTEMP -0.96 0.25
4TEMPRGE -0.87 -0.03
5TEMPWETQ -0.73 -0.01
6TEMPDRYQ -0.95 0.32
7MNANRAIN 0.97 0.22
8RAlNWETM 0.97 0.21
9RAINDRYM 0.97 0.14
IORAlNRGE 0.90 0.31
IIRAlNWETQ 0.98 0.18
12RAINDRYQ 0.95 0.20
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APPENDIX 5 Population means for adult and seedling characters.
Populations are ranked according to their position along the first discriminant function (CVl) from
analysis of either adult or seedling character sets. The bars represent the LSD 0.05 based on n=lO.
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SEEDLING CHARACTERS
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APPENDIX 6 Species associated with Eucalyptus cordata.
The species are ranked in orderof decreasing frequency of occurrence in sitesof E. cordata. The tableindicates
the distribution pattern (DIST. ; 0 rare 1 occasional2 locally abundant3 widespread 4 widespread and
abundant), growth form (GRTH.; 1 monocot2 herb 3 perennial herb 4 creeper 5 undershrub 6 shrub 7 shrub-
small tree 8 tree) , whether the speciesis endemic(END.1 endemic), the numberand percentage of sites at which
the specieswasrecorded, and the mean coverof eachspecies. In addition, the abundance classof eachspecies in
each site is shown (percentage cover 0 absent + < 0.1 1:S; 1 2 :s; 5 3:S; 254:S; 50S:S; 756 :S;1(0) with the
sites ranked in order of their scorealong the mainaxis of morphological differentiation (PC 1 - Fig.4.7) .
SPECIES DIST END. GRTH. Nos. % Mean SITES RANKED ON PC1
Sites Sites Cover eastern __ western
(%) ············000 0 0 000
HPPBPHBOBSTCLHEMMSHC
FRI Tt CcECMAPRt 10 LPI H
Eucalyptus
Pultenaea
Leptospermum
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cordata 0
juniperina 4
scoparium 4
tinctoria 4
pallidus 4
pulchelia 2
grandis 4
verticillata 4
salicina 4
spinosa 4
marginata 4
aculeata 4
tasmanica 4
impressa 4
ovata 4
globulus 2
obliqua 4
rice ana 2
teucrioides 4
daphnoides 2
humifusum 4
rubiodes 4
elatius 4
floribunda 4
viscosa 3
nivea 4
longifolia 4
delegatensis 4
genislifolia 4
stricta 4
hirtella 2
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<E'U3 SPECIES DIST END. GRTH. Nos. % Mean SITES RANKED ON PC1
Sites Sites Cover eastern __ western
(%j ············000 0 0 000
HPPBPHBClBSTCLHEMMSHC
FRI Tt CcECMAPRt 10 LPI H
Acacia dealbata 2 0 7 2 10 0.83 00010300000000000000
Acacia myrtifolia 4 0 6 2 10 0.30 00000200002000000000
Acacia stricta 4 0 6 2 10 0.10 00010001000000000000
Beyeria viscosa 4 0 7 2 10 0.06 01100000000000000000
Coprosma quadrifida 3 0 6 2 10 0.12 00000000000000120000
Cyathodes giauca 4 1 6 2 10 0.06 00010000010000000000
Daviesia ulicina 4 0 6 2 10 0.07 00000000000100100000
Diplarrena moraea 4 0 1 2 10 0.70 02000000000300000000
Helichrysum scutellifolium 2 1 6 2 10 0.27 00002000001000000000
Hibbertia procumbens 2 0 6 2 10 0.50 00000000020000000030
Hibbertia riparia 4 0 6 2 10 0.06 00000000001010000000
Olearia phlogopappa 4 0 6 2 10 0.30 00000001000002000000
Persoonia juniperina 3 0 6 2 10 0.10 0002000000000000000+
Puilenaea gunnii 4 0 6 2 10 0.05 00000000001000010000
Veronica formosa 2 1 6 2 10 0.07 10001000000000000000
Eucalyptus dalrympleana 4 0 8 2 10 0.45 00000000020000002000
Eucalyptus tenuiramis 2 1 8 2 10 1.25 00000000003000100000
Eucaiyptus viminalis 4 0 8 2 10 0.08 01010000000000000000
Acacia melanoxylon 4 0 8 1 5 0.05 00001000000000000000
Acacia sophorae 2 0 7 1 5 0.02 00000001000000000000
Billardiaria longifolia 4 0 4? 1 5 0.05 00000000000000000001
Bossiaea prostrata 4 0 5 1 5 0.01 00000000001000000000
Cassytha glabella 4 0 4 1 5 0.01 00100000000000000000
Casuarina littoralis 4 0 7 1 5 0.10 02000000000000000000
Casuarina monilifera 4 0 6 1 5 0.70 00000000003000000000
Comosperma volubile 2 0 5 1 5 0.02 10000000000000000000
Correa alba 2 0 6 1 5 0.05 00001000000000000000
Cyathodes juniperina 4 0 6 1 5 0.30 30000000000000000000
Dodonaea viscosa 4 0 7 1 5 0.10 00000002000000000000
Epacris marginata 2 1 5 1 5 0.25 00002000000000000000
Eriostemon verrucosus 3 0 5 1 5 0.02 10000000000000000000
Geranium potentilloides 3 0 2 1 5 0.05 00000000000000000001
Hakea Iissosperma 4 0 7 1 5 0.05 00000000000001000000
Helichrysum dendroideum 4 0 7 1 5 0.10 00000000000020000000
Helichrysum obcordatum 4 0 6 1 5 0.20 20000000000000000000
Hibbertia empetrifolia 3 0 6 1 5 0.05 00000000000000000001
Kunzea ambigua 2 0 6 1 5 0.30 00003000000000000000
Leptomeria drupaceae 3 0 6 1 5 0.01 00000000010000000000
Leucopogon parviflorus 4 0 6 1 5 0.25 00000002000000000000
Melaleuca squarrosa 4 0 6 1 5 0.30 00000000000030000000
Odixia achlaena 0 1 6 1 5 0.80 00000300000000000000
Olearia lirata 4 0 7 1 5 0.05 00100000000000000000
Phebalium squameum 3 0 7 1 5 0.05 00000000000000000001
Pittosporum bicolor 2 0 7 1 5 0.05 00000000000001000000
Pomaderris apetala 4 0 7 1 5 0.02 00000000000000010000
Pultenaea dendata 3 0 6 1 5 0.10 00000200000000000000
Sphaerolobium vimineum 4 0 5 1 5 0.05 00000000001000000000
Stylidium graminifolium 4 0 3 1 5 0.01 00000000001000000000
Tetratheca giandulosa 3 0 5 1 5 0.05 00000000001000000000
Tetratheca pilosa 3 0 5 1 5 0.05 00000000000000000100
Viola hederacea 4 0 2 1 5 0.05 00000000000000000001
Viola sieberana 4 0 2 1 5 0.01 00000000001000000000
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<:aUS SPECIES DIST END. GRTH. Nos. % Mean SITES RANKEDON PC1
Sites Sites Cover eastern -_western
(%) ············000 0 0 000
HPPBPHBQBSTCLHE~HC
FRI Tt CcECMAPRt 10 LPI H
Olearia ramulosa 4 0 6 1 5 0.03 00000000001000000000
Eucalyptus coccifera 2 1 8 1 5 1.00 00000000000003000000
Eucalyptus johnstonii 2 1 8 1 5 0.25 00000000000000000020
Eucalyptus rubida 4 0 8 1 5 0.30 00000000000000300000
Eucalyptus urnigera 2 1 8 1 5 0.20 00000000000002000000
Banksia marginata 4 0 7 1 5 0.03 00001000000000000000
Appendix 7 Arboretum
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Seedlings from this study were planted (l0/3/85) in a trial on ex-agricultural land near New
Norfolk. The only site preparation was the removal or slashing of blackberries and shrubs
where necessary and plants had attained sufficient height by 1988 for sheep to be used to
reduce the undergrowth.
Location: Glenfern, 14 km SW of New Norfolk. The site is within 5 km of two of natural
stands at Mt. Lloyd (ML) and Moogara (Mo),
Contact: Mr. T. Brumby, RMB 4025, New Norfolk, 7140 (phone 613151)
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